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I 

INTRCl>UCTIOO 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop some of the principal 

organi•ational parameters affecting the capital expenditure process of 

a business enterprise. 

Great strides have been made in applying the "scientific" approach 

to many areas of managerial decision-making; however, capital expenditure 

decisions have been accorded scientific attention only in the past 

twenty•five years. In fact, the first major work devoted entirely to 

any phase of the capital expenditure process was Capital Buc!geting by 

Joel Dean (Ref. 7) published in 1951. During this period, conditions 

for profit•making have been ao favorable that expenditure• based on 

intuition have fared well. However, factors such as (1) growth in the 

number and size of business enterpriaes during the past several years, 

(2) the change which is taking place in the structure of the economy, 

(3) rising price levels, and (4) the increasing importance of the 

government in ita use of financial resources all tend to increase the 

importance of capital expenditure decisions. 

Much of the work associated with capital expenditures has concen-

trated on evaluation techniques. It is suggested, however, by this 

writer and Morrie (20), that what is most significant in developing 

and/or applying any "acieutific" principles and practices to the capital 

expenditure process is not so much the particular formula, if it 

considers all relevant data, which is used to summari•e the data on 



capital expenditure proposals; but the organizational arrangements by 

which an enterprise reaches capital expenditure decisions. 

In order to optimally design and utilize any system or process, it 

is necessary to know the parameters within which the proceaa must function. 

Thie thesis will develop saae of the more important OTganiaational 

parameters affecting the capital expenditure process. The usefulness of 

these parameters will be determined by their application in the overall 

design of a capital expenditure process in a functioning enterprise. 

The organizational paraneters affecting the capital expenditure 

process are developed in the following manner: 

1. At present there is no universally accepted definition of 

capital budgeting nOT what expenditures CO'llstitute a capital 

expenditure; therefore, a simple examination will be made of 

the aim of the capital expenditure process. 

2. The investment of funds for capital purposes is generally 

considered the primary management function about which other 

activities of the enterprise must align& consequently. a 

primary objective in relation to the capital expenditure process 

is formulated. This primary objective is formulated in a 

framework of uncertainty utilizing the baaic characteristics 

of a cloaed•loop information-feedback system. 

3. Enterprises utilize some aspect of their organizational struc• 

ture and/or administrative processes to damp oscillations in 

their objective system. The OTganisational structure, admin• 

iatrative processes, and evaluation techniques employed by the 



enterpri1e are the parameters that affect planning, execution, 

and verification in the capital expenditure process. Some of 

the major para:netera and the manner in which they affect the 

capital expenditure process are diecuaaecl as followez 

A. Types of growth patterns and their effect on the organi• 

aational structure and the capital expenditure process. 

B. Principal types of organiaational 1tructure1 and their 

effect on the capital expenditure proce1s. 

c. Administrative procedure• affecting the capital expendi• 

ture process. 
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II 

ADI OF THI CAPITAL IUINDITURI ftOClll 

Capital Budgttf.na Defiged 

Before attmptiug to deal with organisational parmeters that affect 

the capital expenditure proceaa, it is imperative that we underatand the 

basic aim. of capital budgeting. Therefore, four deftllitiou of capital 

budgeting as stated by leading authors frOlll the disciplines of mmaamnent, 

resource allocation, financial caaaitment, and financial econaaica are 

presented a 

Dean (llef. 7, p. 1) states that it :le: " 1 the kind of thinking 
that ia necessary to de1ign and carry through a eyet ... tic program 
for inve•ting atockholder'a aoaey. PlllDDing ead control of capital 
expenditures is the basic to,..1UDagaaent function, since 1181lagmnent 
i• originally hired to take control of etockholder'a funds and to 
aa:id.miu their earning power. In a broad saue, therefore, product• 
line policy, praaotion, pricing, and labor relations cea be vined 
811 eubaidiary probl ... of admfniater:lllg IUlllag....at'a truateeahip 
ewer capital." 

Bariah (1, p. 217) 1tate• that& '"rh• aubject of capital planning, 
budgeting, ancl aanag8lellt 11 crucial to the operation of an enter-
pri••· Broadly conceived, it repreeente the buic top-aanagaaent 
functioa in the enterpri1e: the i1111eatment of funds in those 
activitiea where they will be moat productive in pramoting the 
profitability and long-reage growth of the enterpri1e. 

"rhe aanag.._t problea of determining the amount and manner of 
illve1tment of funda for capital purpoeea ia generally the primary 
maug._t function about which all the other activitie• of the 
enterpriae 1111at be aligned. The capital budget mirrors the plaD 
of future act:lvitiee for the enterprise. Becau1e it involves 
long-rmage ccmaitmanta of funda, it is uaually one of the firat 
steps in e1tabli1h:lllg new directioaa and policies for the COllJaDY·" 

Horngren (13, p. 356) defines tbia function aa: "Capital budgeting 
la long-tem planning for making and financiug proposed capital 
outlays. Hoat expenditures for plant• equlJlllGt 1 and other loag-
lived aaaeta affect operation.a over a aerie• of year1. they are 
large, permanent cCllllitmenta that influence long-run flexibility 
and eaadng power. Deciaiona in this area are among the moat 
difficult.·•···" 
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Baumol (2, p. 434) atates that: "Capital budgeting refers to the 
investment decision making procedures of business firms and other 
enterprises. The subject encompasses such topics as the selection 
of projects (which new factories, if any, should the company build). 
the timing of the investment, the determination of the amount to be 
invested within any given period, and the arrang•ent of the finan• 
cial means neceaaary for the completion of the projects. The 
calculationa which are appropriate for these decisions for the most 
·part derive directly from the theory of capital." 

Scope of the Capital lxeenditure Decision 

As can be seen fram the above definitions quoted fram leading 

authors in the fields concerned with capital budgeting, there is some 

diversity in what each of them sees as the primary function of capital 

budgeting. For example, Dean (7, p. 1) says the function ia "to take 

control of stockholders• funds and to mmdmiae their earning power," 

while Barish (1, p. 217) aays it 18 "the investment of funds in those 

activities where they will be moat productive in promoting the profit• 

ability and long-range growth of the enterpriae." Yet it ii implied. 

if not stated explicitly by each definition. that the capital expendi• 

ture process ia the primary function of top management to which all 

other decisions are secondary. 

After these authors and others who write about capital budgeting 

establish the capital expenditure process as being the primary function 

of top management, each of them then proceeds to present various tech-

niques and general (although in many instances they are quite rigid) 

methods (rules) for evaluating a proposed capital expenditure. They 

then continue by relating and/or comparing these techniques with each 

other, develop procedures to follow, and to defend these techniques as 
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being !!!£ way to make the capital expenditure decision for the various 

classifications of capital expenditure projects. In addition, some of 

these authors admit and others imply that the "intangible factors" 

(qualitative factors) should be considered, i.e., those factors that are 

not readily convertible to money terms such as safety conditions, 

employee morale, corporate lmage, etc., before the final decision is 

made. It is not stated what these "intangible factors" are or how to 

consider them other than to state that they must be considered before a 

final decision is made. These factors are anything but "intangible"; 

they are indeed "tangible" (e.g., everyone knows that attracting and 

holding capable employees is extremely important. that the image por• 

trayed by the enterprise to a large degree determines its success, etc.). 

Thus, these factors are non•measurable; and the results, while exceedingly 

measurable, may not show up until the distant future. Consider the 

following illustration: 

An engineering study was made, and it was found that a certain 

operation could be automated. The immediate results are clear: 

a savings in unit cost, better quality product, and customer 

orders can be filled more promptly. Therefore, we have tangible 

factors upon which an economic justification for an additional 

capital expenditure can be made; and the justification is satis• 

factory to 111eet the firms existing economic criteria for this type 

project. Without further consideration this operation ls automated. 

As a result of automating this operation, a group of capable and 

loyal employees are terminated. It is obvious that the following 
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"intangible" factors were not considered: (1) the firm's reputation 

within the locale, i.e., the attitude of the cC11111DUnity toward the firm 

and its effect on prospective employees; and (2) effect on remaining 

employees doing similar but different operations. These effects on 

employee loyalty and morale, and effect on future employment practices 

are not measurable; however, in the long•run the results of this action 

would became obvious and measurable in terms of quality, cost, and/or 

other important criteria. Therefore, capital budgeting simply does not 

present a method for considering these "non•measurable" factors. What 

capital budgeting does is reduce profitability to a mathematical state-

ment so that decision-making executives can compare alternatives and 

decide which is best. 

It is generally agreed that these techniques are valuable tools as 

aids to decision making; but if capital expenditure decisions are in 

fact the primary function of top management, these authors and in many 

cases decision•makin1 executives, are not addressing themselves to one of 

the major problems associated with capital expenditure decisions. That 

is, what are the organizational parameters affecting these decisions and 

what control and/or influence do these have on the final decision? 

Thus, for more effective capital•expenditure decisions, answers 

must be found to the following types of questions: ls top management's 

primary function to maximize the earning power of the stockholder's 

investment as Dean indicates, or is this function one that can be per• 

formed adequately using a "satisfying" criterion? Does the organization's 

internal and external environment affect this decision? If so, how? 
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Does the particular organiaation structure affect this decision? If so, 

how'l At what level in the organisation should capital expenditure 

decisions be madet Therefore, it is clear that the central issue becomes: 

what are the criteria for deciding the desirability of a proposed capital 

expeacU.tw:et 

As used in this work, the term "capital budgeting" refera to the 

process of estimating any future needs for funde and/or the allocation 

of existing fmida to be used for capital expenditures. The term "capital 

expenditure decision" refers to any organisational decision affecting 

"capital budgeting." The remainder of this work will examine acne of 

what this writer believes to be the more important organi•ational param-

eters that serve as criteria in the capital expenditure deciaion•making 

procese. 



III 

OBJICTIVI O'I A BUSINISS (JlGANIZATlCti IN ULATI<lf 
TO CAPITAL UntmlTUU DICIIICtiS 

99ala and ObJectivee* 

Why does an individual join an organization? Why does he stay 

within that organisation! What can we aay is the goal of an industrial 

organization? 

lt should be clear that there is both a gain and a loss by belonging 

and/or associating with an organization. The c<1111ponent parts of an 

organisation. its members, associate for different and sometimes con• 

tradictory reasons. An individual enters an organisation to get "something" 

out of it& however, there is an attendant loss of some sort • time, satia• 

faction, etc. If the individual is to stay within the organiaation, the 

gain (as perceived by him) must exceed the loss. 

People have different goals. The goals of an individual are a 

function of his needs and satisfactions. Therefore, the goals of members 

of an organization vary: for same it may be to provide themselves a 

"proper" standard of living, for others it may be to aaaure their term of 

employment, still for others it may be "to get ahead" and for others it 

may be to make money for the organisation. It would sem then that goals 

are 1udividualistic in nature. 

The set of individual needs and satisfactions of the members of a 

particular organi1ation conceptualises the pattern of inherent variation 

*The idea& in this section are primarily d8'1eloped frCID Reference 25. 
pagee 80-87. 
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in that organisation; i.e., the needs and satisfactions of the members 

set the limits that the organisational process is capable of achieving. 

There are many goals on many levels; thus the organisation has no 

one goal. Organisational goals are conceptual in that they are the 

weighted means of individual needs and aatisfactiona. Therefore, this 

thesia will differentiate between goals and objectives on the following 

baaias ''Goals are individualistic, a property of the individual; and 

objectives are organimational in nature" (25, p. 81). Presumably the 

primary objective of a business organisation ia maximum profitability to 

all member& of that organization from the individual stockholder, to 

managaaent, to the individual workers. Thia presumption does not deny 

the existence nor belittle the importance of other objectives auch as 

corporate f.maae, product reputation, improved labor relations, employee 

safety, etc. An examination of this presumption will be undertaken in 

a subaeqll8Dt section. 

Goals as ap organyational paraneter: The assumption is aade that 

au individual expresses his goal(•) operationally in terma of needs and 

satisfactions. That is, if an individual's need• and satisfactions 

could be measured. this would be as perfect a measure of his goal(s) as 

could ever be obtained. A realistic means of measuring neede and 

satisfactions is not availablea establishment of such measures is not 

the intent of this thesis, it ia the job of the life scientists. However. 

this thesis proposes to show that this lack of measurment ia a parameter 

placed upon the capital expenditure process and to suggest some means of 

reducing its effect. 
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The first step in reducing the effect of this lack of an effective 

measurement of needs and satisf actione is a continuing awareneH on the 

part of all members of the organisation that this parameter exists and 

that it has a serious impact on the capital expenditure process. If this 

awareness is used in a conscientious 1 qualitative sense, much can be 

gained without specific operational measures of needs and satisfactions. 

In the final analyeis, it may prove that there will never be any cam-

pletely operational measures for these quantities; however, this in no 

way negates the necessity for their recognition nor does it justify 

ignoring tbea in any decision-making process. 

lt has been stated that goals are the property of the individual 

and they are a function of his wants and desires: yet the needs and 

satisfactions of an individual are not completely determined by the 

individual himself. They are in a large part determined by what 

society makes desirable or wantable. Thus, today we consider a house 

substandard if it lacks running water, bathroom, or central heat. This 

was not so a hundred years ago. This society deems these desirable, so 

we have this need or satisfaction aa a goal. This simple illuatration 

points out that goals change as conditions of the internal and external 

environment of the organisation chan.ge; therefore, a change in goals can 

be accomplished through changing the culture. Since a particular 

organiaation can and does have a unique 11culture" of its own within the 

larger culture of society, its culture can and is changed. Thia change 

ia generally accc:apliahed by vhat is cOlllJlOllly called indoctrination 

and/or training. Thus, the implementation of reducing the effect of 



this parameter of the capital expenditure process can be accomplished by 

conscious choice. 

Obiectives aa an orsaniaational parametert It was stated earlier 

that individuals are the component parts of an organi1ation and that 

these iudividuals have goals. Also, objectives have been def iued as 

organizational in nature. Therefore, objectives are the goals that 

individuals set by conscious choice within the framework of the organisa-

tion. lxaaples of organisational objectives ares to make B twenty per 

cent return on investment, to reduce waste by five per cent next month, 

to meet a certain sales quota in the next time period, to maintain good 

relations with the union, to hire and retain employees with certain 

qualifications, etc. 

Then, aa such, the objective systm is a camplex system of inter-

connections. It is an n-dimensional array where the different objectives 

within the organization may be necessary correlative• or they may in 

same respects be antithetical. For example, the objective of the pro-

duction function of an indutrial organiaatiou may be to produce more 

product at a lowest unit coat: and yet the results incurred in moving 

toward this objective may be in opposition to that of the personnel 

function vhieh is striving for increased personnel benefits. Within this 

framework, organimational objectives are a complex set of parameters 

that place a restriction upon any function within the organi•ation. 

especially the capital expenditure process. But. is the capital expend• 

iture decision made within the framework of this complex interconnecting 

systaa of objectives or is it made within the more narrow or specific 
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limits of an overriding primary objective (e.g., maximum profitability)? 

This primary objective, if it exists, ts the endpoint towards which all 

group activity in an organised enterprise is aimed. 

The presumption was stated earlier that the primary objective of 

a businees organi•ation is maximum profitability to all members of that 

organisation. Thus, it is necessary. at this point, to examine this 

presumption. Selanick (23. p. 281) states that: 

"Organisation may be viewed fraa two standpoint• which are analyt• 
ically distinct but which are empirically united in a context of 
reciprocal consequences. On the one hand, any concrete organi1a• 
tional ayetc ii an econggy; at the sme time, it is an adaptive 
social atructur9. Considered as an economy, organisation le a 
syst• of relationships which define the availability of scarce 
resources and which may be manipulated in terms of efficiency and 
effectiveness." 

Since these two standpoints • organisation as an econcxay and organi1ation 

as an adaptive social structure • are empirically united, it becanes 

nece1aary to chooae one of then as a base for examining the above 

presumption. Therefore, the choice of orgeiaation aa an economy will be 

chosen aa an arbitrary starting point for this examination; hopefully, 

these two standpoints will converge. Many opinions, arguments, and 

dlscuaaion. have been grounded upon the econcaic standpoint; the follow-

ing statement by Cyert and March (6. p. 8) sunmarisea lll8llY of these 

positions: 

"The assumptions of rationality in the theory of the firm can be 
reduced to two propositions: (1) firms seek to maximise profits; 
(2) flma operate with perfect knowledge,••••. Thus. we can asaume 
that firms aaximiae the discounted value of future profit•, and 
that firms have perfect knowledge only up to a probability diatri• 
button of all future states of the world." 
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Summary: A distinction has been made between goals and objectives. 

Goal• are individualistic; that is, they are a iaeasure of an individual's 

needs and aatisfactiona. Goals affect the capital expenditure process, 

but they can be changed by changing the "culture" of the organisation 

within the broader framework of the culture of the society. Objectives 

are organisational in nature; that is, they are the weighted means of 

individual needs and aatisfactions, and they are established by conacious 

choice within the fraaework of the organisation. As such, the objective 

ayatem ts a complex sy1tem of interconnections which placea parameters 

on any organizational functi1m. However, it is proposed that organiaa• 

tions reJuce the complex system of objectives to an overriding primary 

objective which serves as a base for decision•making purposes. This 

proposal will be examined in terms of: first, organisations operate with 

imperfect knowledge and as such formulate objectives in a framework of 

uncertainty; and second, questions the assumption that an organisation's 

primary objective, if it exists, is maximum profitability to all its 

members. 

Oraanisations Operate with Imperf act Knowledge 

In the majority of the basic economic models the assumption is made 

that any decision will be made within the framework of complete certainty 

(perfect knowledge). This assumption is clearly illustrated in the quote 

summarizing the economic standpoint at the end of the last section. Thus, 

a decision would be made under the simplification that only one poaaible 

future could occur. This is not to pretend that the decision-maker knows 

the future with certainty, but it is an act of conceptual simplification. 
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It allows the decision•maker to answer the question: if this set of 

circunstances were to occur, what vould be the reasonable course of 

action! Ansvering this question allows the decision-maker to act as 

though he had virtually caiaplete inf ol'Dl8tion concerning vhat would 

happen if be chose any given course of action. 

It is an obviova fact that organisations cannot operate vith com-

plate information (perfect knowledge) of the world even as it exists 

today. Jurther, it is an impossibility to predict the state of the 

world at any future time; but it is necessary to predict (forecast) 

certain segments of it as it will exist in the future, e.g., sales for 

an industrial enterprise. Principles and techniques of forecasting are 

outside the realm of this work; however, the fundm:aental prediction -

knowledge relationship will be examined in order to show its effect on 

fo1:1Nlating organisational objectives. 

lredietion - Knowledge lelationthlpz To predict b "to tell or 

declare beforehand& foretell; prophety,"1 but more than this, to predict 

is to prognosticate, "to foretell fran algns or aymptaaa. 112 Thus, 

prediction impliee knowledge. More specifically. prediction implies 

knowledge of present and past behavior relative to the matter under 

cousideration. Further prediction implies that knowledge of the 

relationship between experiences of the present and past and the events 

of the future exists. 

1. Webster's Nev Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield. Mass.: G&C, 
Merriaa Co., 1957) p. 665. 

2. Ibid. p. 675. 
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Prediction and knowledge, then, are so mutually necessary as to 

make it almost impossible to consider one without the other. This con-

cept of a prediction • knowledge couple is clearly recognisable in the 

following passage quoted from Shewart (24, p. 85): 

''Knowledge begins and ends in experimental data but •••• doea not end 
in the data in which it begine. There are three important eCXDpon• 
ents of knowledge: 

a) the data of experience in which the process of knowledge 
begiua, 

'b) the prediction, P, in terms of data that one would expect 
to get if he were to perform certain experiments in the 
future, and 

c) the degree of belief, Pb• in the prediction, P, baaed 
on the original data or some summary thereof as evidence I. 

Knowledge begin• in the original data and ends in the data predicted, 
these future data constituting the operationally verifiable meaning 
of the original data." 

Note that each of the components stated above is related to and 

dependent on the other. lf these caaponents are in fact components of 

knowledge, then it must be concluded that prediction is a part of know-

ledge. In addition, the above concept indicates a spiral nature over 

time in the acquisition of knovledsei and implicit in this concept i• the 

idea that knowledge 1e empirical. That is, knowledge comes from obear• 

vationaa and the observations must exercise a certain degree of stabilitY* 

before they can be used for prediction. 

Keowledu ia acgyired through an inf ormation•feeclback netm: The 

idea of a 1piral nature over time in the acquisition of knowledge i1 

*The meaning of relative stability is diacuaaed in the section entitled 
''Basic Characteristics of an lnformation•Peedback Syetem." 



referred to today as an information•feedback system. Forrester (11, p. 14) 

defines an information•feedback system as: 

"An inf omation•f eedback system exists whenever the environment 

leads to a decision that results in action which affect• the 

environment and thereby influences future decisions." 

This is a broad definition that encompasses all action1, whether :Lt 

is an individual action, group action, or organisational action. There-

fore, infonaation•feedback ayatema are fundsaental to all life and 

hum.an endeavor. Ivery action that is taken, whether it is an individual> 

a group, an organ:Laation, or a society, is taken in the context of an 

inf ormat:Lon•feedback system. 

ln an informati~feedback system it is always the presently avail• 

able information about the present and past which ia being u1ed as a 

basis for providing future action. Thia information that ia being used 

is in the form of observation•. While we may aay that we 1'know" the 

obaervat:L009 of the present and past 1 ve may never 1'know" fully the 

relationship tying these together with the future. It cannot be asserted 

that such relationahips do in fact exi•t in naturei for no matter how 

great the totality of observations comprising evidence in support of auch 

an assertion, this totality of observations represents only a fraction of 

the infinite observations possible over time. Therefore, it is concluded 

that organisations operate with imperfect knowledge. Stating this con-

clusion in a slightly different manner: organiaationa have perfect know-

ledge only up to a probability distribution of all future statea of the 

world. Thus, any organisational objective is formulated in a framework 
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of uncertainty. Consequently, it is proposed that for an organisation 

to be operative there must exist sane degree of allowable variation in 

its primary objective. The manner in which this framework of uncertainty 

affects objective formulation will now be examined. 

Qrgapi1ationa Formylate Oblectives in a Framework of 1Jncertainty 

Knowledge depends on prediction& prediction depends on observation 

and the aaeumption that there exists ..... relationship between them. The 

• 

value of observations is dependent on the manner in which the observations 

were takeu and on the degree to which the assU91Ptiona and implications 

involved are underatood. Inherent in obaervations then is a dependence 

on the stability of data, the fundamental aspect of the scientific method 

contributed by Walter A. Shevart. 

Closely related to the idea of stability of data ia the argument 

proposed by Simon and March (18, p. 180) that: 

Information is not given to the organisation but must be obtained, that 
alternatives are searched for and discovered sequentially, and that the 
order in which the environment is searched determines to a substantial 
extent the decisions that will be made. 

This argument takes on prime significance in any general theory of 

decision"'118kin3. Thus, the manner of search and the manner of choice 

become cloaely interwoven into any forecast (prediction). It is pro-

posed that the underlying principle behind the procese of search and the 

process of choice is an attempt to aaeure stability of observation. 

PToc1ss of Search: The process of search itself is at the heart of 

organisational stability. Simon and March (18) offer the follaving set 

of hypothesis relative to search: 
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a) As the satisfaction of the decision-maker with presently available 
alternatives decreases, the search for new alternatives will 
increase. 

b) ~ the search for new alternatives increases, the expected payoff 
will also increase. 

c) ~ the expected payoff increases, the decision-maker's satisfaction 
with the alternatives under consideration will increase also. 

d) As the expected payoff of the alternatives in band increases, the 
aspiration level of the decision•maker also increases. 

e) As the aspiration. level increases, the satisfaction of the decision• 
maker with the alternatives available decreases. 

It is interesting to note fram this set of hypothesis that search 

decreases with satisfactionJ thus, if little search is going on, there is 

a tendency to utilise existing alternatives. 

It has been suggested that deciaion•aakers will give special prefer• 

ence to alternatives which represent a continuation of activities already 

underway in the organization. There is a natural tendency to favor 

existing operating procedures, policies, programs, and general industry 

practice, as opposed to choosing alternatives which represent change. 

Tbis may be due tos natural resistance to change, use of non•rational 

calculation of cost•of•change, requires deviation from traditional 

methods, and/or the "natural" feeling that the stability of exlating 

activity is greater than new activity. However, it may well be explained 

by suggesting that the organization does not search for alternatives when 

those available are satisfactory; also decision•makers are more certain 

of their knowledae by continuing existing activities, i.e., their 

"confidence interval" becanes narrower with operational experience. 

further, Mortis (19, p. SOS) states that: 
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11Search is also related to the difficulty which is encountered by 
the decision•maker in choosiug between the alternatives which are 
perceived by him as being available. The following set of hypotheses 
suggest sClllle possibilities: 

If. among the alternatives perceived by the decision-maker, one 
is clearly preferred; and if this preferred alternative is acceptable, 
then there will be little difficulty in making the choice (decision). 

If the decision•maker finds that all of hia perceived alterna• 
tivea: (a) cannot be campared so aa to identify a preferred one 1 or 
(b) are not acceptable, or (c) lack predictions of the associated 
outcomes (uncertainty). then difficulty will be experienced in 
making the choice (decision). 

The decision-maker will move to overcome this difficulty••••." 

Process of choice: General choice procedures can be 1\llllDariaed in 

tel'lllS of three basic principles: (1) use simple rules 1 (2) maintain the 

rules. and (3) ayoid uncertainty. The first t:wO of these principles 

require no further discussion, but the third needs additional clarification. 

To all appearances, uncertainty is a feature of decision-making with 

which organisations muat live. In the case of the busi~•• enterpriae, 

there are uncertainties with respect to the attitude of stockholders, 

suppliers. caapetitors. customers, etc. Therefore, for alternatives 

where there ta "aignificant" uncertainty, it i9 propoaed that the first 

attempt to reduce the effect of tbia uncertainty will be to obtain more 

information (observations) about the posaible outcomes. If this f 9 not 

successful, then a search will be undertaken for new alternatives. 

As a result, much of the modern decision theory (Operations Research, 

Management Science, etc.) baa been concerned with the problem of decision 

making under risk and uncertainty. The solution• proposed by modern 

decision theory have been largely procedures for finding certainty 
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equivalents (e.g., expected values) or introducing rules for living with 

the uncertainties (e.g •• game theory). 

As contrasted to the modern decision theorist, studies of Cyert and 

Karch (6, p. 119) indicate quite a different strategy on the part of 

operatiag organiaations. They say that: 

"Organiaatiou avoid uncertainty: (1) They avoid the requirement 
that they correctly anticipate events in the distant future by 
uaina decision rules anphasiaing ahort•run reaction to ahort•run 
feedback rather than anticipation of long-run uncertain events. 
They solve preaeiag problems rather than develop long•rua 
strategies. (2) They avoid the reqUlraent that they anticipate 
future reactions of other parts of their environment by arranging 
a negotiated environment. They impoee plans, standard operating 
procedures, industry tradition, and uncertainty-absorbing contracts 
on the environment. In short they aehieve a reasonably manageable 
deciaion situation by avoiding planning where plans depend on 
predictions of uncertain future events and by anpbaaiaing planning 
where the plans can be made eelf•couf irmiug through scae control 
device." 

lt aeal8 apparent from these studies that lnlsineae enterprises 

devote little time. or if time is spent it i• misdirected in many 

instances. to long-run planning (that has operational aignificance for 

capital expenditure decisions), especially when planning la dependent on 

long-run prediction. Thus. all managers put top priority on 1-ediate 

(short•run) problems. t.e •• they move from one crieis to another. 

Modern decision theory recognises that uncertainty 11 a feature of 

decision-making with which an organ:laation must 11 ve • whereu the 

studies of Cyert and March indicate that organisations avoid uncertainty 

by controlling the environment and emphasising short•term decision 

rules. 

The short•term versus the long•tera viewpoint; Why are decilion 

rulee emphasising short•run reactions to short•run feedback used instead 



of anticipating long-run uncertain events? It was stated in the section 

on goals and objectives that operational meaauranents for individual 

needs and satisfactious are not available. Further, it waa inlplied that 

the only measurements available are thoae for measuring the traditional 

end•result variables such as costs, earnings, productivity, inventory. 

turnover. absences, etc. These end•reault variables are generally 

measured within the framework of the existing accounting ayat•; ln fact, 

this is the purpose of the accounting system. Accounting then atates the 

results of short•term performance (i.e., historically for the past week, 

month, quarter, year, or some other convenient period) and it does not 

state the relationship of the current period with prior periods nor does 

it attenpt to show the effect of the current period on future periods. 

Most managerial decision-makers know that it takes time and hard 

work to build and improve an organisation; and that eff orta at inlprove-

ment are not likely to pay off iDDediately in decreased co•t•• increased 

earniugs. and other related performance factors that the accounting 

system is designed to measure. The deci8ion•maker 18 then faced with a 

choice: should he put on the pressure for production and earning and 

forget about organiaational building, thereby achieving substantial per-

sonal earnings and the reputation for being highly productive; or should 

he seek to build an effective organi•ation in terms of capital planning, 

cCllllllWlication, motivation, etc., even though his immediate earning• and 

productivity record will not be as good? 'lhe answer to this question 

dependa on whether he takes the short•run or long-run viewpoint. If the 

odds are against the decision-maker staying in his preaent position iu 
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the heirarcby for more than two or three years (ahort•term), he realises 

that he will not reap many of the benefits from a long-term improvement 

program; therefore. he ie likely to choose thou alternatives which will 

give ahort•tem, measurable reaults. 

Conaequently, in most enterprieee the rules of the game are such 

that most managers will concentrate on short•term objectives; and they 

will control the environment in an effort to avoid iong•range decisions 

which depend on uncertain future events. Budgets, performance ratings, 

and other factors on which the deciaion•maker is evaluated are al.moat 

always focused on the short•term. Accomplishments tovard lonrtarm 

objectives, by contrast, are more difficult to measure; and in most 

instances no attempt at measurement 11 even made. 

Thus, short•term. objectives receive the primary conaideration of 

the decision-maker. Recall, it was stated that; only end•reault 

variables are measured; these end•result variables are meanred within 

the framework of an accounting system which shows the results of the 

moat current accounting period, and decision•makers follow the "rules 

of the game." They uae standard operating procedures and rules of thumb 

to make and implement choices. ln the short•ta1:111 the aforementioned 

procedures dcminate the decisions aade. The end-result variables are 

used in lieu of somethiq which is not meaeurable; namely, the iodividual 

goals from vhich these abort•term objectives are formulated. Thus, it is 

easter to control the environment through short•term feedback since only 

end•resulta are measurable. The procedures utilised to provide short• 

term feedback are the system parameters which assure the deciaion maker 

of good relative stability within the organisation. 
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It is concluded that short•term objectives are formulated in an 

<n>ganisational environment which avoida, or at least suppreesea, un-

certainty; this 11 the organisation's method of reacting to short•term 

feedback. Can an organisation's primary objective, if one exists, be 

formulated in thia ahort•term controlled environaent? 

If, as Barish (1, p. 217) auggeete, one of the primary function• of 

top lll8Dagement is the "long range growth of the enterprise," and aa 

llothecbild (22, p. 297) suggests that the "primary motive 1a long•run 

survival"; then any primary objective muat be formulated from the long• 

term viewpoint. Barish, Rothschild, and others suggest that the long•term 

should receive primary consideration; yet this discussion bas stated that 

managers eaphaaiae the short•term as a means of controlling the environ• 

ment thereby avoiding uncertainty. 

Generally, the 1hort•term objectives discu1sed here as a means of 

controlling the environment receive the primary attention of the decision• 

mabr. That ta, the decision-maker gives primary attention to 1bort-term 

probltlllll which are measured within the framework of an accounting system 

and over which bis confidence interval of associated outcomes are 

narrower. These short•term objectives are the complex ayatea of inter• 

coanections di1cu1aed previously; hereafter they will be referred to as 

secondary objectives. 

It was pointed out that deciaion•makers emphasise the ahort•term 

as a meana of controlling the environment and avoiding uncertainty; 

however, it was further pointed out that it is the long-term that has 

operational significance for capital-expenditure decisions. This 
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conflict is reeolved by developing an overall. long-term objective within 

which the &Ulllllatlon of the secondary objectives must align. Hereafter 

this long•term objective will be referred to aa the primary objective. 

SWlllR&tf S Organisations formulate objectives in a frmaework of 

uncertainty; however, they maintain stability by utilising search and 

choice proceaeea which provide ahort•term feedback. They avoid uncer• 

tainty by controlling the environment through abort-term feedback and 

empbasiaing ahort•term decision rulesi but it is the long-term that 

has operational aignificance for capital expenditure decision.a. 

Organ11eti011s formulate ObJectives Within a Closed Loop Information• 
Feedback sx1te11 

Recall that knowledge ia obtained through the use of an informa• 

tion•feedback system. It is not the intent of this thesis to ezplore 

the many aspects of mechanical, electrical, biological, or 1ocial 

feedback systems since these are adequately discussed in many fundamental 

references. It is, however, the intent of this thesis to show that 

objectives are formulated within the framework of an information•feedback 

•1•tem. The basic characteriatica of an inf ormation•feeclback ayetem will 

be diacuaaecl; these basic characteristic• will then be utilised as an aid 

in fcn:mulatiug the parameters within which the primary objective of a 

buaineaa organisation is developed. 

Basic Characteristics of an Information•Feedback System:* Feedback 

ia that property of a system which permits the output quantity to be 

*The ideas in this section are developed frcm lef. 8, p. 3•32 and Ref. 9, 
p. 5•35. 
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compared with the input cODID8nd so that upon the existence of a differ• 

ence between the two. a aignal arises which acts to bring the tvo into 

correapondence·. This principle of feedback 1a not new; it surrounds 

every phase of everyday living. The study of feedback ayst•s then deals 

with the vay information is used for the purpose of control. 

Generally, this control cm be one of tvo types: open•loop ayet• 

or closed•loott ayst•. Depending on the type of control desired. control 

in either of these systems can be achieved through the use of electro-

mechanical devices or through hmaan action. 

An open•loop (feedback) syat• is one in which the control action 

is inde~endent of the output (or desired result). Jjgure 1 is a diagram 

of aucb a eystem. 

error 
detector Control 

lleaent 

Disturbances 

Controlled 
Syetem 

Controlled 
Variable 

Figvre 1. Block Diagram of an Open•Loop (Feedback) Control System 



Such a syatem (open•loop) is expoaed to disturbances, and control ie 

achieved baaed on. expected or calibrated conditions. Aa an illuatration 

of such a syatem, coneider the control of traffic by means of a traffic 

light placed at an intersection. If the traffic light mechaniam is such 

that the green and red lights are on for predetermined. fixed interval• 

of time, then operation is open-loop. Here the volume of traffic in no 

way iufluencea the time interval during which the light 18 red OT green. 

The control action is provided directly by a predetermined input command. 

The outstanding features of such a system are: (1) its ability to perform 

accurately is determiued by its calibration, and (2) it ia usually eaaier 

to build since it is not generally troubled with problem• of instability. 

A cloaed•loop feedback system is one in which the control action ls 

dependent upon the output. Figure 2 is a diagram of auch a ayetem. 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of a Cloeed•Loop Feedback System 



Again consider the above example of a traffic light placed at an 

intersection. In the open•loop system the timing mechani1m (predeter• 

mined input ecmmumd) has no way of knowing if the traffic f lov is much 

heavier in one direction, therefore, needing a much longer green light. 

Thus, if a system (policeman .. human, or trip mechanism • electro-mechan• 

ical) which measure• the traffic along both directions, camparea the two, 

and then allows the difference to control the time period, feedback 

control results because now the signal ia a fUllction of the desired 

output. Such a ayatma is a cloaed•loop information•feedback syst111t. 

Decision making should take place within the explicit framework of such a 

system since it has the following outstanding features& (1) it baa the 

ability to reproduce the input owing to feedback; and (2) it uaually 

perfol'lllB reasonably accurately even in the presence of nonlinearities, 

which is in direct contrast to the open-loop eysta. 

6losed•loop information-feedback systems ewe their behavior to three 

characteristics; structure, delays, and sensitivity. The structure in• 

volves the various system components (error detector, control element, 

controller. etc.) and how they are related to each other. The importance 

of structure ia to create an integrated system that is more than the sum 

of the individual parts. To consider delays in the system is to recog• 

niae the importance of the elemeut of time; delays will always exist in 

the &YailabiUty of information, in making decisions baaed on the infor• 

mation, and in taking action on the decisions. Sensitivity is a consid• 

eration of the aaplifications in the system (or the amount of correction 

required per unit of error). Amplification usually exists throughout 
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such systems; and it is manifested when an action ia more forceful than 

aight at fir1t be implied by the information inputa. 

Cloaed•loop information•feedback systems exhibit two baeic behavioral 

patternss Stable or unstable. Stability of the ayatem ia solely a 

function of the system parameters; therefore, there can be varying degrees 

of stability or instability. Figure 3 illuetratea the meanins of relative 

stability. 

Controlled 
Variable 

Cent rolled 
Variable 

Controlled 
Variable 

Absolutely 
Unstable 
Sys tea 

Time 

System with 
Poor llelativa 
Stability 

Systaa with 
Good Relative 
Stability 

Time 

Figura 3. Meaning of Relative Stability 
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Observe from Figure 3 that a completely unstable system, if allowed 

to continue, will destroy itself over time since it will oscillate with 

greater amplitude. Whereas, a system that has poor relative stability 

will continue to function over time, but will never settle at the desired 

output. A system with good relative 1tability settles at the desired 

output in the minimum time. 

The way in which the controlled variable(•) reaches the desired out-• 

put is dependent on the manner in which the system h damped. Damping 

may be ref erred to as the tendency of the oscillations to decrease in 

amplitude as time progrease1. Generally, there are three alternate ways 

in which a 1yatem may be damped to cauae the controlled variable to reach 

the desired output rapidly; underdamping, overdamping, and critical 

damping. Figure 4 illustrates the basic difference between these types 

of damping. 

Controlled 
Variable Desired 

Output 

Overdamped 

Critically damped 

Figure 4. Damping of the System 
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Observe from Figure 4 that an underdamped system is one whose response 

time ia relatively short, but it is one that cauaea the controlled variable 

to oscillate above and below the desired value aa it approachea it. An 

over-damped syatem ie one that doea not overshoot the deaired value; 

bGWever, its time of responae is relatively long. Between the underdamped 

and overdamped system is the critically damped system. The critically 

damped system is the one that allows the controlled variable to approach 

the deeired output in the shortest poaaible time without overshoot. It 

is important to point out that there is only one critically damped system 

(for a given set of conditions), while there may be an infinite number of 

both underdamped and overdamped systems (for the given eet of conditions). 

Therefore. the choice of damping for a system depends upon the apeed of 

response desired and whether or not it is acceptable to allow the con• 

trolled variable(•) to oscillate above and below the desired output (or 

if allovecl to oscillate, what amplitude will be acceptable?). 

The following section will utilise these characteristics of a closed• 

loop, information•feedback system in formulating the paranteters that affect 

the primary objective of a buaineas organization. 

Relationship of a cloaed•loop information•feedback sxatem to 

ob1ectiye formulation: Recall that the secondary objectives in an organ• 

iaation are a complex system of interconnectionsi they are the ahort•term 

objective• that receive the primary emphasis of the deciaion•maker as a 

means of controlling the environment. The secondary objectives are an 

n•dimensional array where the individual objective• within the 1ystem may 

iu same respects be antithetical. It was emphasized that secondary 
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objectives have only limited significance for capital expenditure dacis• 

ions since they are focuaed on the short•term and capital expenditure 

decisions mu.at be focused on the long-term. Therefore, it i• necessary 

for the organization to formulate a primary objective for capital expend• 

iture decision making pur101ea. 

Cloeed•loop inforaation•feedback systems are systems that have the 

ability to reproduce the input; and they owe their behavior to three 

characteriatice: structure, delay, and sensitivity. These characteristics 

of the cloaecf-loop feedback system will nov be used as a mean• of develop• 

ing the paramete~s that affect the formulation of a primary objective. 
' ' 

The importarice of structure in the cloaed•loop inforaation•feedback 

system is to create an integrated syatem that is more than the sum of the 

individual parts. Secondary objectives are the individual camponents of 

the objective syetem vhich comprise the basic structure of the system. 

These are the short•term, end•result variables vhich are usually measur• 

able by same aspect of the organisation'• existing accounting system. 

The syetem of eecondary objectives of a business organisation are con• 

trolled by so-called statistical controls (cost reports, sales reports, 

personnel reports, etc.) which provide the short•YUD feedback on the 

individual components. The sum of this system of secondary objective• ia 

the endpoint towards vhich all activity in the enterprise is aimed • the 

primary objective. Therefore, the objective system must be structured 

such that the primary objective is equal to or greater than the 8\11 of the 

individual secondary objectives when all interaction• and overlaps are 

conaidered. 
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The behavior of this primary objective must exercise "a degree" of 

relative stability; otherwise the organisation will become unstable and 

cease to function. Recall that stability of a ayatem is solely a 

function of the system parametersi therefore, the parameters imposed on 

the objective system determine the system's, and thus the organization's, 

relative stability. '?hen parameters must be designed into the organiaa• 

tion which cause the primary objective to exercise good relative etabil• 

ity, i.e., settle at the desired output in the minimum time. 

Sensitivity in a closed•loop information•feedback ayatem is a 

consideration of the amplifications in the aystem. Degree of eenaitivity 

in the complex, interconnected systaa of objectives ia determined by the 

damping methods (industry practice•, standard operating procedures. 

policies, etc.) employed within the organisation. At present, damping 

of the objective system appears to be establiahed by trial and error over 

time' therefore, same objectives are underdamped while others are over-

dmaped. However, there are rarely, if ever, any objectives that are 

critically damped because the organisation operates with imperfect 

knowledge. Thua. oscUlationa will occur in the objective aystam; but 

short•t'\111 feedback will usually keep the ayaten from becoming un1table. 

Conaeqvently, organisations are constantly searching for ways to critically 

damp the individual secondary objectives. More important, however, is the 

eearch for the 1y1tem that is critically damped. Then the procesa of 

organizational search, described in the section devoted to search, au.st 

be expanded to include aearch for parameter• to damp the oscillations in 

the objective system. 
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lt does not matter how well the structure of the system is designed 

nor bow senaitive the system is, delays will alwaya occur, i.e., informs• 

tion may not be available when needed& necessary decisions are not made 

at the moet effective time; and action on decisions is not, or cannot. 

be implemented at the appropriate time. Therefore, delays cannot be 

cmnpletely eliminated frmn the system; but the syetem structure should 

be designed such that the effect of delays will net modify the eystem'a 

stability or sensitivity. Thus, organisational parameter& must be 

deaigned to compensate for reasonable delaye. 

Coneideriug the foregoing relationship• between the characteristics 

of a closed•loop feedback system and the system of objectives. it is 

concluded that in f ol'lllUlatiug a primary objective the organisational 

paranetera that must be considered are those which:(l) cause the ay1tem 

of objectives to exercise good relative stability, (2) damp oscillations 

in the 1y1tem of objectives, and (3) compensate for reasonable delays. 

These parameters must be structured 10 that the primary objective i1 

equal to or greater than the sum of the secondary objectiveai they must 

allow abort-term feedback to keep the eyetem frcm baccmina unstable. and 

they must compensate for rea1onable delays. The primary objective must 

be designed or formulated within the explicit framework of the1e param-

eters. Since capital expenditure decision•making is one of the basic 

top management functions around which other organisational activities 

mutt align, the primary objective of a business organi•atlon will be 

developed in relation to the capital expenditure procese. The presumption 

vaa etated that maximum profitability to all members of the organisation 
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is the primary objective. In developing a primary objective, this pre-

sumption will be examined as it related to the capital expenditure 

proceas. 

The Primary; Obiactive in the Capital Bxpenditure Proceae 

The etatement of firms s .. king to max:tmize prof ita raieee the 

following questions: (1) Is profit* a primary objective of a business 

organisation! If so, over what period of time! (2) Does ma:xindsation 

really describe the organisation's attitude towards profits? Thia sec• 

tion will be devoted to answering these questions. 

Is profit a primary obiectivet The aimpleat way to attack prof its 

aa an objective of the organisation ie to present alternatives to this 

proposal. Papandreau (21) suggested that profit maximisation was an 

UD11eceaaarily special assumption and that a more fruitful theory would 

employ maximisation of a general preference function. Becker (4) has 

proposed that firms may maximi1e a utility function that includes can-

ponents other than profits. Baumol (3) baa developed a model that 

substitutes reveuues for prof its in the objective function. Rothechild 

(22) baa auggeated that the primary motive is long-run survival of the 

organisation; in this view, decisions aim to maxtmtu the eecurity level 

of the organisation. 

These alternatives (or arguments) can be viewed frm two perspec• 

tives, ownership interest and management interest. Absentee ownership 

(atockholdera) is characteristic of the majority of major u. 8. 

*Prof it is vaed in thia thesis to mean the exceas of revenues over 
expenses (or coste). 
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corporations today. In the foreseeable future, the trend towards 

absentee ownership, or at least towards non•participating ownership in 

the operation of the organization, will increa1e because the structure 

of the econc:ay is changing in such a manner that it is difficult, if not 

impossible, to establish an individual enterprise and survive since 

larger investments are being required to compete effectively. Further. 

the econamic condition of the wage and salary earner ia such that he has 

f inancea available for purposes other than providing the baeic nece1si• 

ties of life. i.e., for investment or other non•eeaential purpo1es. 

Since absentee ownership is characteristic of the.majority of the 

major corporations in this country, the queation arieea: Doea the 

ownerehtp interest and the management interest have the .... objectivest 

As long as it waa plausible to asaume that the ownership interests in 

the enterpriae played the dominant role in determining the firm's 

acttvitiea, the hypothesis of a cammon objective (profit maximisation) 

could be supported on gTounde other than competitive neceasltyi namely; 

on grouucls of self-interest seeking. However, with absentee ownerahip, 

as Donaldeon points out. "Saying that management in pur•uing corporate 

objectives aa it aee• them. in either the short or long•run, misstates 

the facta in certain important reapecta." (10, p. 117). Purther, 

Donaldson (10) points to the following types of decisions es being areas 

where a poaaible conflict would likely occur between prof esaional manage-

ment and the atoclcholder: (1) measuring financial performance, (2) invest• 

ment propoaala, (3) sources of funds, and (4) assumption of voluntary 

risk. In spite of these areas of conflict, theae groups agree that 
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11a profit" in the long•run must be made. That is, revenues must exceed 

expenses, otherwise the stockholder will not reccwer his investment, and 

the professional manager will establish the reputation of being an 

unsuccessful manager and probably lose his position. 

Thus, all of the abcwe discussion can be reduced to: how much 

prof it is desired and wheu is this profit expected to be received? Many 

arguments, hypothesia, and theorems could and have been presented in 

answer to this question. However, for this discussion at this point, 

both of these groups.agree that "a profit" is required in the long-run; 

if it is not, the business organisation will cease to function. 

particular financial period (short•term), this ne~ not be true. 

For any 

Second• 

ary objectives such as employee welfare, customer relations, imprcwed 

safety conditions, managerial ego, etc., may be the werridin& consider• 

ations. In addition, accounting procedures in any particular period may 

be such that a profit will not be shown by the books, e.g., the choice 

ef depreciation method could affect whether or not a profit is shown by 

the books, or the use of absorption costing techniques (chargina the 

product with all costs incurTed in the period) versus direct coating 

techniques (only charging the product with variable costs. fixed costs 

are charaed off as a total amount in the period) could affect whether or 

not a prof it is shown. 

'11lerefore, one problem facina the organization (or decision-maker) 

is the different ways of defining or computing ahort•tera profit; but 

this problem becames rather insignificant in the long-term since it can 

generally be shown that, no matter which technique is selected, there 
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will not be a major difference in total profits (or loss) in the long•run. 

For example, in using absorption coating versus direct coating, a profit 

may or may not be shown for a pJlrticular period depending upon certain 

conditions; but in the long-nm both of these methods of accounting will 

give the aame total profit. The same is basically true of the different 

depreciation techniques aeept the time when prof its are received will 

be changed due to inccme tax considerations; thb means that in the 

long-run the total profit may be greater or less if one techniqUft is 

selected instead of another due to ti.Jling considerations only. This 

diacuaei011 of the varioue ways of camputiug profits could be carried much 

further, but these basic illustrations serve the purpose of showing that 

the different waya of defining or computing profits baa no major effect 

on profit as an objective. Therefore. it is concluded that the primary 

objective of a bulineaa organisation ist in the long:run, "a 1rofit" 

9at be !!¥•· But is "a profit" the maxilmn profit? 

la profit mmdml1at&ga the 2r&!Julrx ob1ect1vet The attack on the 

aasumption of profit maximisation does not deny the importance of profits 

but queation• the assumption of maximisation. The maxbtum of any function 

without constraints f.s infinite. The assumption of infinite profits is 

unrealisticJ therefore, the premise of max1muai profits is subject to 

a set of constraint functions. ror any individual situation (decision) 

the assumption is made that these constraints can be explicitly stated 

iu either cost or profit terms. Por example, in mathematical program-

ming, an objective function ia stated and the models then maximiae (or 

minimize) an objective function subject to a set of constraints. Same 
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of the implications associated with these models are: (1) minimum cost is 

equivalent to maximum profit, (2) exact cost is either known or can be 

determined without difficulty, (3) no parameters other than those that 

can be expressed in quantitative terms have any effect on the decision. 

All of these factors could have the effect of leading to a mathematically 

optimum solution that does not necessarily optimise the long-tera welfare 

of the enterprise. 

In addition to tbe attack on profit maximization models, there is 

still another very important aspect of this problem, namely, the self• 

interest seeking of the decision•maker. McGregor sugaests that man's 

motivators are organlaed in a series of levels, a beirarchy of importance. 

Tbis heirarchy is arranged frGm the lowest order to the hlahest as 

follows: physiological; safety; social; egoistic; and self•fulfillment. 

When the needs at a lover level are fulfilled, then the needs at the 

next highest level begin to dominate man's behavior. Within this framework 

will the deciaion•aaker always make those decisions that will maxilliae 

his profits'l The answer te this question is obvious. He will not! As 

aa example, con.sider the job choice of a management decision-maker (or 

any individual, for that matter). Usually the choice of a job is not 

made solely oa the basis of individual profit maximization (bighe•t 

paying job), but other criteria affect the choice. ~oday, aimost any 

job in aay business organization would satisfy the physiological and 

to 8Cllle extent the safety and social needsJ therefore, the real basis for 

the selection of a job is the fulfillment of other needs: Will it ful• 

fill any additional social needs? Will it fulfill any ego needs? Will 
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it allow an opportunity for aelf•fulfillment? In the selection of a job, 

these questions are not likely to be considered.as explicitly as they are 

here. But if the job does not normally satisfy these higher OTder needs, 

then the individual will seek one that does, either at a higher level 

within the OTgani•ation or outside the organisation. TherefOTe, it seems 

clear that any management decilion will be made withi.n the implicit 

framework of this heirarchy of motivators. It ia simply a matter of 

degree. The purpose here was to shaw that management decisiona are not 

made solely on the baaia of profit maximization but on some other basis, 

namely, self•interest seeking. Coneeqv.ently, thia matter of degree will 

not be pursued; since, as stated earlier, operational mea811l'ements of 

individual goals (needs and satisfactions) do not presently exist. 

Conversely, the desire of the stockholder is to maximise his profit;* 

this is the source of conflict regarding capital expenditure decisions 

pointed out by Donaldson (10) and stated in the last aectton. However, 

this conflict is realistically resolved by the professional manager 

making those decisions that allow the stockholder to receive a profit 

which max not be the maximum profit; but it is a profit that will satisfy 

the stockholder. ror example, the majority of stockholders will be 

"The argwaent may be proposed that the stockholder does not care so much 
about profit per ae as growth of a&1et values. It ta evident that the 
speculator (ahort•teni investments) is interested iu immediate profit 
maxtmlaation. It may not be immediately evident that the investor 
(long-term inveatmenta) is interested in profit maximisation aince he 
may be primarily interested la growth of asset values: however. he is 
still interested in maximum profits because they will provide the 
greatest long-term growth in asset value. 
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satisfied with a stock that pays a 2<Ji return (prof it) per annum and 

continues to show a steady growth :ln market value per share; although 

another alternative would give him .a greater return per annan and also 

continue to grow in market value per share. 

Therefore, the same rationale regarding profit maxf.Jd.••tion is 

generally tne of the stockholder that is true of the manager. The 

manager will net maxila1-e pr~fita unless the profit maximt•atiOD models 

include all relevant factors, both tangible and intangiblei and he will 

not maxtmi•e profits (unless this is hie only satisfactory alternative), 

if profit maximisation conflicts with his salf•interest seeking motives. 

Thus the numager makes capital expenditure decisions that will produce 

at least a predetermined minimum profit. The stockholder ta willing to 

accept a profit that exceeds a predetermined minim.um profit since he has 

imperfect knowledge, and hit investment decisions were made in a frame-

work of uncertainty. 

The conflict between the professional manager and the stockholder 

ta: what is the miu:lmum acceptable profit? The mininmm aceeptable 

profit will vary from one industrial organisation to another, and with 

the partiC\llar circ\lll8tances involved. Many basic Engineering Icon.any 

texts state factors that must be considered in eetablishin.g the minimum 

acceptable profit, e.g •• see Chapter 9 of laferenca 12. 'l'harefore, this 

question will not be explored in this thesis. 

Corlaidering the above arguments, it seems plausible to conclude that 

both management and stockholders are willing to accept a capital expendi• 

ture decision that will "satiafy11 constraints other than profit 

maximisation. 



A proposed primary objective: In prior sections of this chapter 

the following conclusions have been made: (1) any organisational objective 

is f Ol'lllUlated in a framework of uncertainty: (2) any organi•atioaal 

objective should be formulated within the explicit framework of a closed• 

loop information•feedback system; i.e., it should exercise good relative 

stability, it should damp oscillations in the system, and it should 

compensate for reasonable delays; (3) primary objectives must be in long• 

range teme, thus there must be same degree of allowable variation in 

this objective; (4) "a profit" is necessary if the organisation is to 

survive; and (S) "a profit" is baaed cm a "satisfying" theorem (satisfying 

to both the stockholder and the professional manager) and this profit has 

no necessary relationship to a theoretical maximum. 

A realistic examination can now be made regarding the upper and 

lower boundaries of this long•term "satisfying" theorem of profits. The 

upper U.ait will first be examined. 

P ~ Pu1 where: P • Profit 

Pu1 • Maximum profit imposed by the consumer 

(more generally society as a whole) 

Thia upper limit (Pu1) imposed by the consumer is usually in the 

form of the product's or service's ultimate selling price which ln turn 

determines profit. Factors which are non-measurable and/or factors where 

there is imperfect knowledge such as consumer needs and satisfactions, 

degree of competition, marketing strategy, and industry or product 

precedence play a prillary role in the determination of the ultimate 

selling priae. Therefore, the upper limit of profit <Pu1) is dependent 
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upon the state of the society as a whole; thus Pu1 is indeterminable, 

since no techniques are available to evaluate the state of the whole 

society. 

It is proposed that any capital expenditure deciaion•aaker operates 

in an environment that is more restrictive than Put• and an environment 

which causes "a prof it in the long•run" to exercise some degree of 

relative stability. This environment is created by the organiaation 

itself, by a governmental agency, or by govermaental influence; therefore, 

the upper limit of prof it is restricted to: 

where: Pu2 • an upper limit of profit imposed by 

organizational policies and procedures 

(e.g., policies utilised in establish• 

ing selling prices, etc.), or by 

governmental agency (as in the case of 

public utilities and recently in the 

steel industry and others). 

The lower limit of the "satisfying" tbeor• of profits will now be 

examined. 

where: Pi. • interest rate paid by banks on 1avings 

accounts 

equivalent return on tax free govern• 

mental bonds, i.e., the interest rate 

of the bond plus the amount of taxes 

paid by the investor on this interest. 
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The long•term profit that a business organi•ation makes serves 

three basic purposes: (1) it measures the long-term performance of the 

business, (2) it covers the cost of staying in business, and (3) it 

insures the supply of future capital. Analyzing these purposes one will 

observe that items (1) and (2) are the minimum profit needed for survival 

if no risks or uncertainties are involved; thia minimum profit is equiva• 

lent to pt. Item (3) is tbe minimum long-term prof it needed for survival 

since some degTee of risk and uncertainty (imperfect knowledge) prevails 

in any organization. Therefore, PL is unsatisfactory if the organiza• 

ti on is to survive. A refinement can now be made on the lower boundary 

of profits: 

p 2 '1.1 where: pt1 • minimum acceptable profit to assure 

a sufficient supply of capital to 

survive. This minimum is estabU.ahed 

by organisational policies and 

procedures. 

Each organisation must establish for itself what it considers to be 

the values of pt1 and Pu2• Any decision that is made which cauees profit 

to be in the range, pt,1 ~ P <. ru2, may be coneidered a satisfactory 

profit. However, an orgauisation cannot be satisfied just to survive. 

If it stops growing,* it starts going downhill; there is no in•between. 

Thus, the minimum long•term profit must be greater than Pt1, since profit 

*Growth as used here does not mean just expansion or getting biger. 
Rather, it means improving one of the following factOTs which serve as 
parameters in aaking a product useful to man: function, quality, cost, 
date, or auxiliary criteria. 
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produces the additional capital needed for growth (either directly by 

means of self•fiuancing out of retained earnings or indirectly by pro-

•idina an indueeaent for new capital outside the organisation). In 

general a further refinement can be made on the lower bouaclary of profits: 

where: Pt2 • acceptable profit to provide a sufficient 

supply of capital to assure organisational 

gTowth. This point is determined by the 

existing market value of capital plus a 

aatisf actory allowance for risk and un• 

certainty associated with the individual 

organl•ation. 

Recall that there may be a conflict between what the aaaager sees 

as a llinlaua acceptable prof it and what the steckholder sees as a minimum 

acceptable profit. 'ftlua, in the long•term, the desired va1ue of profits 

(or optillull profit) la the point where conflict between the aanager•a 

desires and the desires of the stockholders is minimiaect. Thia desired 

value of profit will be defined as t 

where: P.., • desired value of profit or optimum profits. 

Level of prof it where conflict between the 

decision•aaker and the stockholder is 

mtnillliaed. 

In moat buainesa organiaatioas prof its will probably oscillate 

ia the range PL2 S P :S Puz; however, the oscillations must be 

damped around Pv in such a way that the ayatem of objectives, and there-

fore profit, will not become unstable. Organisational parameters which 
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aid in damping the oscillations will be discussed in Chapter IV. The 

f olloving hypothesis is now proposed as the primary objective of a 

business organisation in relation to capital expenditure deciaions. 

In the long run a profit, which baa no correlation with a theoret• 
ical ma:dmum and oscillates in the range 'Li S P < Pu2, is 
necessary if the organization is to continue to function. If the 
organiaation is to grow, a long•run profit that 01cillates around 
P,, and in the range Pi,2 $ P ~ Pu2 is necesaary. 

All other organisational objectives must be framed within the 

limits imposed by this primary objective. In addition, any capital 

expenditure decision that produces a profit in the range pt2 < P < Pu2 

will satisfy both the manager and the stockholder. 

A proposed corallary with the above hypothesis ia: 

late of organisational growth is dependent on the long•term aiae 
of P. If P consistently approaches Pi,1• the organi•ation becomes 
stagnant. If P consistently approacbe1 Pi.z• the rate of growth 
will be slow. 1f P conshtently approaches Pv, rate of growth is 
accelerated. If P consistently exceeds Pv and approaches Pu2• 
organisational growth i• limited only by the manager's abilities 
and deciaions; since, in general, any amount of additional capital 
can be 1ecured. 

Organisational growth, as defined previously, aeeaa to be a govern• 

ing objective of all managers since organizational growth will satisfy 

to some degree all members of the organisation. Ownership growth will 

satisfy the stockholder; it will provide job security for the manager and 

bis subordinates; and. it will provide management self-fulfillment through 

creative thinking. 

The ''key" to attaining the proposed primary objective of a business 

organisation an.d. organizational growth ia eminently "good" capital 

expenditure deci1ions. Therefore, the capital expenditure decision is 
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either an implicit or explicit elenent in the planning, coordinating, and 

controlling of any business organization, both long•term. and short•term. 

Organisational parameters should be viewed with continued attention so 

that the capital expenditure process forms an explicit part in these 

phases of organisational life. 

S,_.rv 

A distinction bas been made between goals and objective•• goals are 

individualiatic in nature and objective• are organisational in nature. 

As such, the objective eystem is a complex system of interconnections. 

However, an organization reduces the camplex system of objectives to an 

overriding primary objective which serves as a base for capital expendi· 

ture decision•making purpoaes. 

Objectives are formulated in a framework of 'Ullcertainty; however, 

relative stability ia maintained by utilising search and choice processes 

which provide ehort•term feedback. Further, organisations emphasise 

short•term feedback as a means of controlling the environment, but it 11 

the long•tera that has operational significance for capital expenditure 

decisions. Therefore. the primary objective muat allow for SClllle degree 

of variation. 

Knowledge is obtained through the use of an information•feedback 

system; con•equently, the relationship of the basic characteristics of a 

closed•loop information•feedback system to the complex ey1tem of objectives 

has been utilised ae a means of formulating the primary objective. 
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A primary objective that baa operational eignificance for capital 

expenditure deci1ion1 bae been developed. Thie primary objective 

provides the basic fr81111WOrk within which the capital axpellditure process 

llU8t function. 
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IV 

ORGANIZATIONAL PAR.AMITDS AFFECTING THI CAPITAL UPINDITUBI ftOCISS 

In most buainess organiaations profits will oscillate in the range 

PL2 S P ~ Pu2 (ae diacussed in the preceding chapter); otherwiae in the 

long-run the organisation will cease to function. However, the oacilla• 

tione must be dmap~d around Pv in such a manner that the syst• of 

objectives, and therefore profit, will not become unstable. 

Historically, organizations have utiliaed aome aspect of the 

organiaational structure and/or some administrative proceaa to damp 

oacillations in their objective system. The organiaational structure, 

administrative proce1se1, and economic evaluation techniques utilised 

by the organisation are the parameters that affect the planning, coordin• 

ating, and controlling of capital expenditures. The economic evaluation 

techniques have received and are continuing to receive the primary 

attention of those interested in capital budgeting; therefore, thia work 

will not attempt to compare, relate. or contrast the varioua economic 

evaluation techniques. The remainder of this work will be devoted to 

examining saae of the major effects of the organisational structure and 

administrative procedures on the capital expenditure process. 

Growth Patterns - lffect on Or.aaniaational Structure and the Capital 
Expenditure Proceta 

Growth was used in the previous chapter to mean improving one of the 

f olloving £actors which serve as parameters in making a product useful to 

man: function, quality, coat, date, or auxiliary criteria. Hereafter 

growth will be used to mean an increase in the magnitude of the organisation. 



Statistics show that the number of corporations. as compared with 

individually owned enterprises and partnerships, is increaaing thus indi• 

eating a tendency towards large•scale production and mass-financing with 

growth in aiae of the industrial unit and its operationa. Several 

factors, other than an increase in the aiae of the enterprise, could be 

presented as having an influence on these statistics, e.g., advantages 

of corporate tax laws and other legal conditiona. The fact remains, 

however, that many induatrial organisations are now of vast eiae and are 

tendiug to increase. 

One of the most striking features of modern industrial organisations 

is this increase in lise of the industrial undertakiug. Primary reasons 

for this increase in aise may be enumerated as followa: (1) economic 

laws of production, e.g., an increase in quantity of product will gener• 

ally reduce the unit coat, since the fixed elements of coat will be 

distributed among more units of production; (2) protection from CGllllpetit• 

ion, e.g. 1 an increase in siae generally increaaes the enterprise's 

influence on and/or control of the market; (3) natural desire on the 

part of an individual or group of individuals to build up a large organi• 

aation simply for the love or satisfaction of so doing, the fulfillment 

of higher order needs as discussed in the last chapter; and (4) modern 

methods Qf •~called "promoters" who are not member• of either enter• 

priae(s). but stand to achieve personal gain if individual enterprises 

are cca.&ined; that is. bankers, and/or professional prOllloters who 

visualize amae economic, financial, and/or cOD1Dercial advantage in 

cambining enterprises and then convince all concerned that these advan• 

tagee will accrue. 
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Regardless of the specific reason(s), growth of industrial organi• 

aations baa geuerally been in two directions: (1) growth in the size of 

the individual enterprise, and (2) growth by the centralisation or 

consolidation of like or unlike enterprises under same form of cGlllllO!l 

control. 

Does an increase in ai1e have any effect on an organisation? If so, 

how? More espaci.al ly, does an increase in aise have any effect on the 

capital expenditure process? Thia aection will discuss basic patterns of 

organisational growth, characteristics of these basic patterns, and their 

effect on organisational structure and administrative procesaea, and in 

turn their effect on capital expenditure decisiona. 

Kimball end ltimball (15) state that industrial organiaation1 tend to 

increase in aiae in one or all of three basic ways: (1) aggregation 1 

(2) consolidation, and (3) integration. 

Mltl'egation: Aggregation may be viaualiaed ae "concentric" iu 

character, the organization enlarging around its original nucleus without 

marked change in character; thus it 11 basically the duplication of 

existing facilities. The older enterprises grew. generally, by simple 

aggregation, i.e., a large factory being an enlarged small factory. 

Aggregate growth may be the result of: (1) iucreasiug the aise of 

the product which requires larger equipment, e.g., ships built fifty 

years ago as cc:apared to those built today1 (2) increasing the DUIBber of 

pieces of equipment of each kind and aise, but without marked change in 

the sise of the same, e.g., one versu1 two automobile assembly lines& or 

(3) either by adding equipment of a larger size or by adding to the 

equipment of any liae, e.g., chemical plants. 
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If an organization of a general character is expanded by the addition 

of smaller IUM!/or larger equipment or equipnent of a slightly different 

character, there is little change necessary in its general organizational 

structure or adadnietrative processes. However, if such an organisation 

is expanded by adding a significant amount of equipment of the smae size 

and character to each unit (division, department, etc.), there is an 

increased opportunity for: (1) sub-dividing the work•increaeed special• 

iaation; (2) autcmation • increased transfer of skill; (3) data process• 

ing • centralized record keeping, and (4) new naetboda of mauagement • new 

scheduling tecbniq\les, new departmentalization, and application of modern 

decision theory. 

At one stage or another in their development, moat major u. S. 

corporations have grown by this latter method. That 1s 1 adding equipment 

of the same size and character to each unit. In fact, this type of growth 

basically describes the mass pi-oduction industries of this society. The 

ad.vantages enumerated above have contributed to this type of growth. 

Increase in siae, however, ts not without its disadvantages. The most 

widely recognised disadvantage of large organisation• is the tendency to 

become unwieldy and, as a consequence, inefficient. There is also a 

tendency to become inflexible. Further discussion of these points will 

be deferred until the other basic types of growth patterns are discussed. 

Sgpsolidationa Consolidation ia combining industrial enterprises of 

a similar character, producing similar products, under one aanagament. 

Such a growth may be visuali•ed as "bori1ontal" in character; the organi• 

aat:l.on enlarging without a marked change in raw materials, proceases, or 



products. It tends to cut "across" the flow of materials and supplies at 

some stage of their progress from raw material to finiahed product. 

The economic advantages that accrue from con1olidation are signif i• 

cant. Theae advantages accruing fr• this type of growth may be suaaarised 

as: (1) centralisation of major activities, e.g., purchasing, advertising, 

engineering services, research. etc.; 8lld (2) exertion of stronger compet• 

itive power, since a consolidation can more widely control market prices. 

Organi•ational characteristics of consolidated combinations would 

appear to be quite simple. However, the general tendency of the simple, 

consolidated. cCllllbination i8 towards aore complex forms of organi•ation~ 

since as the organi•ation grows, it has a greater opportunity to expand 

into areas where it previously could not compete. The consolidated enter• 

prise, for ample, may have enough dmanct for a given material or supply 

to juatify manufacture, whereas the original enterpriae could not. In a 

similar manner, the brproduct(a) of the original enterpr:laes might not 

be sufficient to bother with, whereas the b,_.product(s) of the con10Uda• 

ted group would be auf f icient to warrant a plant for it1 f abricatioa. 

Thus. for any extended period. only a very fev enterprises will raain 

in their pure. consolidated form. Rather. they will tend to become, at 

least partially, integrated. 

Intearation: Growth of an industrial enterprise by integration is 

an effort to acquire control of all stages of manufacture and diatribution 

of a product, or line of products, from the basic material to the final 

product. Integration then may be visualised as a ''vertical" cCIDbination. 

A fully integrated enterprise coutaine within itself all the processea 
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necessary to manufacture and distribute a marketable product(s) from the 

basic material. Thus. there can be naany degrees of integration. from 

fully integrated to only the integratiea of two stages in the aanuf ac• 

ture of a marketable product. 

The econamie advantages of integration are evident: (1) greater 

control of its basic materials in terms of requiraaeuts, specifications, 

and time of delivery; (2) eaves intermediate marketing costs which 

results in more profit of the product being kept in the enterprise; and 

(3) greater oppoTtunity for further by-product development. 

Integrated enterprises differ in one important particular from 

consolidated enterprises. Normally without integration the individual 

enterprise would not have been canpetitbrs in the market; whereas the 

consolidated group would have been competitors if they bad not joined 

together. Therefore, the manner in tmich an enterprise grows determines 

to a large degree how the final product will campete in the market. 

OrganhaUonal Characteristics Comaon to All Growth Patterns: It 

seems obvious that the general econcnic advantages of size that accrue by 

each of the basic patterns of growth apply, potentially at least, to 

combinations of the patterns. Many u. s. Corporations can be cited that 

have grown by a ccabination of the basic patterns, e.g., Ford Motor 

Ccnpany, American Telephone and Telegraph, u. s. Steel Corporation, and 

General Motors Corporation. 

It was stated earlier, however. that the most widely recognized 

disadvantage of large organisations is the tendency to becme unwieldly, 

and as a consequence, inefficient. There is also a tendency to became 



inflexible; since policies, practices, and rules must be emphasised in an 

effort to plan, coordinate, and control the organisation. These disad• 

vantages result from eheer 1i1e1 therefore, they are not the consequence 

of a particular growth pattern. Rather, they are the result of growth 

only. In each stage of growth, however, certain general characteristics 

may evolve which affect the organisation'• structure, administrative 

proceasea, and in turn the capital expenditure process regardless of 

whether it occurred in the form of one of the basic patterns or combina-

tion thereof. The general characteristics of an organisation t~at evolve 

as a result of an increase in sise (irrespective of the manner in which 

it increased) may be stated as: 

1. Increased number of levels in the beirarchial structure of 

the organisation with increasing delegation of authority, 

staff positions, apan of control, and channels of communication. 

2. tnc:reaaed specialisation of land, equipment, and pereounel. 

3. Increased decentraliaation of production function, utually 

accompanied by increased departmentali1ation. 

4. Increa1ecl planning, coordination, and control of the central 

office group. 

These common characteristics tend to require a rigid organisational 

structure which designates degree of delegation of authority, degree of 

responsibility or accountability, formal channels of communication, and 

span of control. In addition, administrative processes such as policies, 

procedures, and rules are superimposed on this organisational structure. 

Thus, in order to assure maximum control, the organisation attempts to 



approach a pure bureaucracy. Since this type of organization is inflexible, 

parameters are placed upon the capital expenditure process because it must 

be undertaken in a framework which was designed for maximum control. The 

ways in which these parameters affect capital expenditure decisions will 

be discussed after the unique characteristics of each basic growth pattern 

are presented. 

Organiaat&onal Characteristics Uni<{,1!!! to lach Basic Growt.h Pattern: 

In addition to the general characteristics that evolve as a result of 

growth, there are some characteristics that are unique to each of the 

basic patterns. 

An orgaaiaation that has grown by aggregation only would be iu a 

different ccapetitive environment than one that has grown by one of the 

other basic pattern1; since asaregate growth does not occur in an attempt 

to control any part of the market. This type of growth occurs as a result 

of and/or anticipation of market conditions. In the long•tera, this type 

of enterprise WO\lld likely be f.n a market condition vh:l.ch approaches pure 

competition. In the short•term, however, this aay not be the case because 

f.t may have a unique product that ts protected by patent rights. or it 

may possess a unique process capability. 

An organisation that has grown by aggregation only exhibits sGme 

unique characteristics. Sena of these of principal importance are: 

(1) The conditions that result. in both the long and short•term, 

fran the competitive nature of the product. 

(2) Labor relations tend to remain relative to one industrial 

union as versus two or more, e.g., the steel CQIPanies with 

the Steelworkers. Labor relations may affect product and 

process strategies. 
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Im organisation that has grown by consolidation only exhibits some 

unique characteristics. Some of these of principal import81lce ares 

(1) Consolidation of similar units from different organisations. 

For optimal effectiveneaa, thia consolidation may require 

that the organisation be CC1111Pletely redesigned in tezma of 

peraonnel, departmentalisation. etc. 

(2) Ccapetitive power in the market is increased. If all enter• 

prises producing the same product, 01: essentially the same 

product. consolidate a monopolistic situation wf.11 exist. 

There are laws prohibiting monopolies, but it is highly 

probable that an oligopolistic market condition will result. 

An increase in ccnpetitive power will affect prictua and 

prGllOtional strategies. 

(3) Opportunity for centralisation of many cOllllOll activities of 

the separate enterprises. 

(4) Requires areater coordination between separate enterprises, 

since the product of this type enterprise is only one stage 

of many in the manufacture and distribution of the marketable 

product. 

(5) Labor relations tend to remain relative to one industrial 

qion aa in aggregate growth; however, increased coordio.ation 

ls required between the labor leaders and m.a.nageaent of the 

separate enterprises as they consolidate which may affect 

product and process strategies. 
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An organization that has grown by integration only exhibits some 

unique characteristics. Sane of these of principal importance ares 

(1) Intearation of dissimilar enterprises into one cohesive 

enterprise. In a fully intearated antupriae, it may require 

integrating a mining enterprise, manufacturing enterprise, 

and distribution enterprise. 

(2) Since it bas control of mere stages of manufacture and dis• 

tribution of a marketable product, its campetitive power is 

iucreaaed. The nUlllber of ccapetitors, however, is not altered 

as in consolidation. Thus, it has gTeater control of pricing 

and product•line strategies. 

(3) Must establish transfer•pricing policies. Since the product 

passes f rClll'I one stage of development to another within the 

enterprise, it is necessary to establish prlctna policies 

between the units. Transfer•pricing techniques influence all 

cost data which, in turn, affects all uses of these data and 

subsequently prof its. 

(4) 1'ben any particular staae (or unit) in the chain of the in• 

tep:ated enterprise :ls idle or demand is lessened. the entire 

enterprise may be idle or nearly so. 

(5) It is difficult for this type enterprise to adapt to changes 

in production requirements or shifts iu general consumer 

demands, since it would require cbangtna aany stages of 

production as compared to a consolidated enterprise which would 

require changing only stage of production. Thus, product•Une 



strategies must be developed and selected within such a 

framework. 

(6) Labor relations tend to become more involved since integration 

is concerned with more stages in the num.ufacture and clistribu• 

t1on of the product; therefore, the enterprise will tend to 

becae involved with more unions, e.g., Mineworkers, Blectrical• 

workers, Steelworkers, etc. 

An organiaation's structure and administrative processes must be 

de1igned to cope with these unique characteri1tics of the individual 

types of growth patterns as well as those that are CClmlOl\ to all growth 

patterns. Further, if growth occurs by a combination of the patterns, 

the common characteristics are intensified and complexity of the organi• 

zation is increased; since the organiaatlon must conaider a combination 

of the comnon and unique characteristics. Therefore, the structure of 

an organisation and its administrative processes are largely a result 

of its growth patterns. 

Effect of Growth Pattern on Capital Expenditure Decisions: The 

comaon and unique characteristics of the basic 1rovth patterns as they 

affect the total organisation have been presented. These same character• 

istics place parameters on the capital expenditure process; since 

presumably capital expenditure decision•making is the primary top 

management function about which all other activities of the organization 

align. 

The cOlllllon characteristics of growth that place significant param-

eters on the capital expenditure process are: (1) The organi1ational 
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structure that results in an effort to effectively plan, coordinate, and 

control the organization, and (2) the administrative processes that result 

in further effort to plaa, coordinate, and control the organisation. 

The unique characteristics of growth that place significant param-

eters on the capital expenditure process are: (1) type of CGapetitive 

environment, i.e., pure competition, oligopoly, monopoly, or same basic 

deviation from these which affects all pricing, promotional, and product• 

line strategies; (2) coordination and control of similar or dissimilar 

units into one cohesive organization for decision•making purposes, i.e., 

designing a structure and administrative processes to fit the entire 

needs of the organisation without specific regard to the capital expendi-

ture process; (3) pricing policies between separate organisations and/or 

between units in the same organisation which may significantly affect 

all data utilised in the decision-making process, i.e., buying and 

sellin& to separate oraani•ations as in consolidation versus buying and 

selling to other units in the same organisation as in integration; and 

(4) involvement with different labor organisations which may affect 

product and process strategies. 

The coaaon characteristics of growth that place parameters on the 

capital expenditure process will receive the primary attention of the 

remainder of this thesis because they are not limited to a particular 

type of organization. Since it is essential that parameters be placed 

on this work, the unique characteristics of each basic pattern of growth 

will be discussed only as they have an impact on the common character• 

istics. However, this writer believes that a significant contribution 
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could be made by exploring the unique characteristics of each type of 

arowth as they relate to the capital expenditure process. For example, 

econaaists have done a significant amount of work in studying the various 

types of COllpetition and their effect oa the organization in general; and 

accountants have done a significant amount of work in the area of 

tranaf er•pricing. But there remains the task of integrating thia basic 

work of the indiYidual disciplines into a theory that has operational 

significance in the capital expenditure process. 

Therefore, organizational structure. principal types, and the place 

of capital expenditure decisions within each, and centraliaed versus 

decentralized organisation as it affects the capital expenditure process 

will occupy the remainder of this section. The following section will 

be devoted to administrative processes (search processes, a.aluation 

processes, and choice processes) as they affect the capital expellditure 

process. 

Principal Iypes of Oraaniaational Structures • The Capital l!penditure 
Process Within Bach 

The primary purpose of an organization's structure is to assure 

that all activities of the organisation will be planned, coordinated, and 

controlled in an effort to achieve some organizational objective(s). AB 

au organization increases in size, the complexity of the oraanizational 

structure also increases in an effort to effectively deal with both the 

cCllllDOn and unique characteristics of growth enumerated in the preceding 

sectien. The particular details of an organlaatioa's structure will 

differ in terms of its unique or particular needs. There are, however, 
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five principal types of organizational structures with varying degrees 

of complexity appropriate to all industrial organisations in terms of 

siae, type of product, type of ccmpetition, etc. These principal types 

of structure are: (1) line; (2) line and staff; (3) pure functionali 

(4) line and functional staff; and (5) line, functional staff, and 

cCllllittees. Actually, these types of structure may be viewed as the 

evolution of an organtaation*s structure, with the exception of pure 

functional, as it increases in size. It is necessary to understand the 

place of the capital expenditure process within each of these types of 

structure in order to understand hov the structure of an organization 

places a parameter on the capital expenditure process. 

Line oraanisations Line organi•ation ls the simplest f om of struc• 

ture. It is the framework on which a more complex organization may be 

built as needs arise. Here the owner(s) delegates the job of acccaplish-

ing a desired result to a auperintendent(a) who in turn delegates part 

of his aaaignment to the foremen. The framework of line organisation is 

symbolised by Pigure S. Line organisation assumes a direct straight•line 

of responsibility and control frCllll the owaer(s), to the superintendent, 

to the foreman, and to the workman. 

Since in this type organisation there are straight-lines of respons• 

ibility and control and only a few levels of management (in Figure 5 

there are only three levels, but there may be more); planning, coordiuat• 

ing, and controlling capital expenditure decisions can be carried out 

with relative ease. Bach person does whatever planning, doing, and 

verification necessary to accomplish his delegated task. However, 
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capital expenditure decisions are usually kept in the domain of the 

owner(s) with possibly some small amount of delegation to the superintentent. 

Li!!f and Staff organisation: Owners recognised as their enterprises 

grew from simple to complex organisations, that a small number of managers 

could not personally assume direct responsibility and control for all 

functions such as selling, buying, personnel, accounting, maintenance, 

design, budgeting, etc. Therefore, one of the firat moves toward reorgan• 

iaation as an enterprise increased in sise and complexity was to appoint 

assiatants, advisors, or consultants who provide general counsel to the 

line. Specific advisory responsibilities were delegated each of these 

aaaistants. Such an organisation ii symbolised by Figure 6. The superin• 

tendent and foremen retained supervisory authority and control over all 

the activities of the personnel in their particular departments. The 

advisors were specialists in such fields as law, engineering, accounting, 

etc. Aa the activities of the advisors increased, other personnel were 

added to assist in these activities. Eventually, the work centering 

around an advisor was organized into a department which was known as a 

staff department; this department then supplemented the line organisation 

of the enterprise. In this type of structure, the only basic difference 

in the capital expenditure process from that of line organisation is 

that the decision•maker may obtain advice from the advisors. 

l\u!ctional organisation (pure): The development of staff depart• 

ments led quite naturally to attempts toward complete reorganisation on 

a functional basis. Thia removed the staff specialist from hie "aasisting11 

capacity and gave him authority and responsibility for supervision and 
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adminatration of the function, replacing the operating foreman. The 

movement was led by Fredrick W. Taylor. Taylor (working in the early 

1900'•) proposed the functions shown in Pigure 7. 

This type of functional organisation proved to be a failure because 

each worker had a nrultiplicity of bosaea, i.e., one for production, one 

for inspection, one for maintenance, etc. Therefore, such a ayatem is a 

direct violation of one of the main principles of organisation. Thia 

method aa a whole failed because of its inherent veakneaaea. Today the 

work of five of Taylor's foremen is vested in organisational units of 

staff statue, and the remaining three are vested in the line supervisor. 

The objectives which Taylor sought are, therefore, being attained more 

effectively today by line and staff atructure. 

Although no longer in use as such today, the pure functional type of 

organization is mentioned here to illustrate that: (1) early emphasis was 

on shop organiaation; (2) certain activities of the enterprise were con• 

sidered to be in the dauain of the owner or manager, e.g., capital expend• 

itures; and (3) it led to functionalized staff departments. 

Line and Punctional Staff orgag.bation: The functionalieed organi• 

sation of foreman aa advocated by Taylor ultimately led to the establish-

ment of functional staff departments whereby many of the advantages of 

both the line and staff organization and the functional type of organisa• 

tion could be retained. Through thi1 type of organiaatlon, functional 

staff departments were given responsibility and authority, within existing 

campany policy, over specialiaed activities. Figure 8 symbolisea such an 

organization. 
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Observe that the organisation has increased in caaplexity. There 

are more levels in the heirarchal structure, the activities or tasks of 

the organization must be assigned or delegated to the unit•• and the 

activities of the individual units must be coordinated and controlled. 

Some basic £actors affecting the capital expenditure process 

resulting frCIB this type of organi•ation are: (1) any proposal made at 

a lower level must pass through additional higher levels before approval 

or rejection, (2) additional investment proposals may be generated by the 

staff groups, and (3) any influence or assistance provided by the staff 

group(s) may affect the deciaion. In addition, the owner(s) must decide 

how much of his responsibility or authority he will delegate and to vhan; 

the manager must decide how much of the responsibility and authority 

delegated him he will delegate and to vhom he will delegate it. Thus, 

the complexity of the capital expenditure process will increase with the 

addition of functional staff groups vhich results in policies, procedures, 

and rules in an effort to define each unit'• and/or individual'• 

responsibility in the system. 

In the modern organisation utilising this type of at~cture. the 

primary responsibility of the capital expenditure process is delegated 

to a functionaliaed staff unit, usually the budget function (ccmmonly 

called the Comptroller, Budgeting and Accounting, Accounting and 

Business Analysis, and other varied titles). Regardless of the title 

given such a unit, its basic, delegated, responsibility ia to "prepare 

the financial plans for the enterprise which will aid in the utilization 

of the resources of that enterprise in such a manner as to return a 
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specified and sustained profit to the investor" (16, p. 137). The budget 

function in carrying out this delegated responsibility provides financial 

policies, evaluation teclmiques, selection criteria, and methods for 

control which are the essence of the capital expenditure process. The 

ultimate capital expenditure decision, however, remains with the manager 

or other delegated line official since the functionaliaed staff unit is 

in an "advisory or aHisting" situation. Thus, planning and control 

(capital budgeting as defined in Chapter 11) in the capital expenditure 

proceH is divorc•d frcm decieiou•making. 

It should be observed then that in this type of structure the normal 

responsibility of the budget function ia to prepare plans only. It does 

not execute them and thus does not exercise control. 

Line, fectional staff, and coamd.tte! organiaation: In order to 

facilitate a cooperative relationship within a large organisation, many 

enterprises (especially large multiplant operation•) now add a network 

of coanitteea to the line and functional staff type of structure. 

Figure 9 aymboliaea such an organiaation. 

The coaaittees shown in the chart of Pigure 9 ara those that have 

responsibilities which require continuity over a long period of time. 

Other caaanitteee have assignments that are of a special natUTe and are 

established for that purpose; these are disbanded when they have per• 

foxmed their function. This latter type of committee ls not generally 

shown on the organization charts of an enterprise. 

There are two baaic reasons for use of committees: 

n1. The specialisation of personnel into narrower and narrower 
areas of knowledge requires the assembling of a number of 
people in order that the whole problem can be analysed 
satiefactorily. 
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2. Committees assist in getting the advice and con1ent of those 
who will ultimately have to carry out decisions or orders. 
····" (16. p. 85). 

Further, Laitala (16, p. 85) states that: A cOlllllittee should be 

looked upon as an advisory group set up to investigate problea or 

questions, to make rec0111De11dations or formulate procedures, and to turn 

the results of such deliberations over to the proper deci1ion•aaker in 

the line organisation. In many cases. however, the cCllllllittee may be 

delegated authority for the actual decision, e.g., the fillaace cammittee 

may be delegated the authority to approve all capital expenditures or 

to approve all capital expenditures exceeding SClle fixed amount. 

Thus. the addition of cOlllllittees to the line and functional staff 

type of organisational structure increases the number of advisors or 

advisory groups, increases the problem of delegation of authority, and 

increases the need for coordination and control between unite. In 

addition, many times confusion exists because membera of these committees 

may be "action takers'' (decision-makers): thus people tend to think they 

are action coaaittees. 

Lip!. lunetional Staff I and Comnittee wsan11ation with 

Divisloqali1ation1 Eventually the ideals of the formal organisation 

cannot be reached by either of the previously mentioned fOTms of orgaui• 

aational structure. Then the so-called divisionaliaed (or decentralilled) 

structure canes into being. The divisionaliaed organieation comes into 

being as a reault of growth. marketing situations, production cmplexi• 

ties with many plants, increased technology, and diversity of products. 

Alfred P. Sloan, Jr •• is credited with the contribution of the 

concept of the divisionaliaed organisation in 1921. Bowman and 
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Jillerup (5, p. 63) state that hi1 basic concept wasz 

"to divide it (the enterprise) into a1 many part• as couietently 
can be done 1 place in charge of each part the moat capable executive 
that can be founcl, develop a ay1t• of coordination 10 that each 
part may 1trengtben ed. aupport each other part; thu not only 
welding all part• together in tbe caaaon intere1t1 of a joint 
enterpri1e, but importantly developing ability and initiative 
thra.agb the ln1trt111entalitie1 of reeponalbility and ambition • 
developina ll8ll md giving th• a opportunity to nerciae their 
talent1, both iD their own intereata aa well aa in that of the 
buaiue•••" 

In the peat two decadea, may enterpri1e1 have adeptecl aame form of 

divi1i0naliaation (or decentralisation) becau .. of the growth of their 

operation• in both aiae and cGmplnity. However, the concept• of Sloan 

are atlll aore academic than 11 practiced. 

Aa practiced, the divi1ionallaed form. of orgaiaation flr1t divides 

the work to be done by procluct 1 proce11. er geographic location and then 

uaea the Una, functional staff, and caaaittee type organisation for each 

of the diviBiRal units. ror the moat part, decentralisation baa been 

Ul'ldertaken to relieve central management of day-to-day operatina 

deci1iona 10 that it could preaumably 1pend ita time developina and 

coordinating over•all objectives, plans, an.t procedures for tti. entire 

organisation. Theoretically then, central manag ... nt manage• by mean• of 

setting objective• for the operating division• and then controlling the 

decentralised management of the diviaious by operating and fluancial 

policiea. 

Thau a typical decentralised organi•ation will conaiat of a naaber 

of independent divilion• with a divisional 11l81lager re1ponllble for each. 

In a full•1cale decentralised organisation, the divisional manager will 

be delegated complete reaponaibility for the diviaion that he controla, 
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including capital expenditure decisions and profitability. In most 

instances. however. the divisional •anager is only partially responsible 

for bis operation, i.e •• full decentralization of the capital expendi• 

ture proceaa has not occurrecl. Although the divieionel manager 11&y be 

held responsible for eara.ina a eatlefactory profit (as pointecl out in Oiap-

ter III), .alntainina and/or improving product quality, •etiug specified 

production·le•ela, providiq "aood" and safe working conditions, etc.; he 

is delegated only partial authority for capital expeiuliture decisions. 

For ex-.le, Istvan (14. p. 20) in bia study of 48 fims found that: 

''lu six fil'll8, there is complete deleaation of capital expenditure 
deciaioa•ll8Jdaa authority. Iu four fil'llS authority rests in a cOllllit• 
tee coapoaecl of bigh•level officers aacl indi•idual llellbers of the 
board. This apecial ccaaittee (called varioualy the uecutive 
ccadttee, advisory ccmaf.ttee, operations ccaaittee, or plannina 
cG111ittee) acts aa the ultimate declaioa-118ker in approviag those 
propoaals that require htah-1 .. el arbitratiOD. In the r..-ining 
two fil'llS in thia poup, the highest level of authority resta in 
the executive vice-president in one caae ancl in the yarlous 
diviaional vice-preaidents in the other. 

''Deleaation of authcn-ity for apprG'lal or rejection of capital 
expenditure• ext.st• to a-. degree in 42 flnaa. In tbia group are 
tke six c_,aniea dlacuaaH in the precedina paragrapb plus the 
36 concerns in which the board of directors ukes final decisions 
in a-. casea, and authority ia delegated for the remainder. The 
peraoa or aroup t• whCllll authority la clelegatecl •aries, of course, 
in relatiea to the amow:at tawelvecl. The fellowing table gives a 
typical bTeakdovn of such deleaation. 

TABLE I 
llAMPLI or l>lt.IGATI«* or DICIIION•MAICINC AU'l'BORITY 

8111 ef C'Jital Expenditure 
O.er 200,000 

$100,000 to $200,000 

$25,000 to $100,000 

$5.000 to $2.5,000 
Under $5.000 

Deciaion.•Maker 
Board of directer• or specif led 

top aanaaement c-1ttH 
President aU./or chairman of the 

board of directors 
Vice pre1tdent in charge of 

divisiOD 
Plant manager 
Peraena delesated by plant l&Sllager 
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"The dispersion around this sample ia not greata Four f irma limit 
the plant managers to expenditure• of leas than •2,000; in seven 
firms the upper limit of non-board authority ie •• lov aa $20,000& 
and in one firm it ia the unreaeonably low fipre of tl,SOO. By 
contrast, four fime allow divi1ion heada to approve or reject 
expenditures aa high aa $300,000. 

"An intere1ting variant of the delegation of the dechian•making 
authority wae found in nine of the firms atvdied. The board of 
directors grant• a blanket approval for a maximum amount of expendi• 
ture to a subordinate official of the firm. Thia official i• then 
allowed to autbort .. expenditu.re of thi1 aount of money. The plan 
allows a plant manager, for iu1tanee, to epprove propoaall that do 
not aeeecl •s.ooo each, but he ia limited. perhaps, to a fS0,000 
total of such apprwall tbroqhout the year. Thia technique can 
greatly facilitate the proce••ing of many smaller projects." 

Although the above study ia only a maall sample of the total number 

of enterprises in .American ltM!uatry, the ample cover• a reasonable 

croae•aection of the major types of induatrie1. further. when the study 

was mad•• the firma making up the study accounted for approximately 

ZS per cent of the plant and equi,...at expenditure• reported by the 

u. s. Departmeut of Camerce. It is believed that the finding• would 

not be elpificantly different if a larger ample were taken today. 

The capital expenditure decieioo. ie, therefore, more centralised 

than decentralised. How does centralised capital expeuditure decieion-

making in a complex organiaational structure affect the capital expendi• 

ture proceed 

f!'inci1al lffe5t1 of Organi1attonal Structure on C!pi5al 

l!ppditure f!'oc•t•i Aa diecvesed thus far in this eection, organiaa• 

tional structure• have chanaed with an lncrea1e in 1iae of the enterprise 

in an effort to effectively deal with both the CCllllllOll and unique charact• 

eri•tics of growth. As the organiaational 1tructure of the enterprite 
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changed, the capital expenditure process was affected. It l• emphasised, 

however, that major capital expenditure deci1ione, even in large enter• 

prises, easantially raaain in top-management'• dmain with some degree of 

delegated deciaion•making relative to ec:ime fixed aiae of inveatment. 

Thus, there hae not been a eignificaut change in the place of major 

capital expenditure decisions within an enterprise' although the capital 

expenditvre proceae has been affected with an increase in sise and CGD-

plexity of the organisational structure. 

The principal reason given for ccmplate lack of delegation of the 

capital expenditure decision can be 8\amlariaed as followst ''Present 

capital expenditures are the framework from which future profits are 

created1 the board of directors is directly responaible to the stock• 

holders for these future profits; therefore, only the board of directors 

should be reaponsible for present capital expenditures" (14, p. 19). Of 

course, this line of reasoning should hold true for all actions under• 

taken by the entel:priae • employee recruitment and selection• products 

and proctuct•line strategies, pricing strategies, promotional strategies, 

etc., not just capital expenditures. Logically then, there should be no 

delegation of authority and no manqing personnel other than the board 

itself. lt ia recognised that this h completely unrea1onable in any 

enterprise. As a consequence, there has been eome degree of delegation 

for capital expenditure decisions as pointed out previously; but it has 

not been aa pronounced as in other areas of orgaui•ational life. 

The major factors favoring centralisation of capital expenditure 

decisions noX'IJl811y evolved early in an organisation's history before 



it reached the complex structure that characterises most major U. s. 
enterprises. Those factors favoring centralised capital expenditure 

decisions may be enumerated aa follows: 

1. Central control allows the enterprise to have greater financial 

strength than would be po88eHed by the "sum" of the individual 

diviaions. 

2. Central control of the enterpri1e•a funds is one of the basic 

sources of strength for a large enterprise. It givea the 

divisions greater cash resource• in the ehort•run than would be 

the case if they were operated as separate enterpriaee. 

3. Central control over capital expenditures aolvea directly the 

problem of coordinating the investment plans of the divisions 

among themaelves and coordinating these plans with the avail• 

ability of funds for the enterprise. 

4. Central control of capital expenditure• may be the primary 

means of finding out and controlling what is going on in the 

divisions. Capital expenditure decisions, therefore, may be 

centrali•ed as the result of utiliain.g the capital expenditure 

process as the primary means of organisational control (assuring 

relative stability). 

S. Central control of capital expenditures may be the bade means 

of implementing the strategic, long-range plans of the 

enterprise. 

The aba\re factors favoring centralisation of the capital expenditure 

decision (either wholly or partially) raise the need for: 
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1. Making explicit estimates of all costs and benefits to be 

expected fram the capital expenditure, i.e., reducing all costs 

and benefits to a common denominator (dollar amounts, rate•of• 

return on investment, or other common base) so that decision 

making executives can compare proposals submitted by the 

various divisions. These estimates of costs and benefits must 

be done at the divisional or plant level which: 
... 

a. Causes suppression of risk. When information. is passed 

from one organisational unit (or level) to another, 

variability in data is of ten omitted in favor of sumaari• 

sing parameters, and the non•aeasurable items are eliminated. 

b. lleduces the aspects of \UlCertainty. Often assumptions 

formulated at one level in the organisation became £acts 

for another level or another unit. 

c. Requires divisional and/or departmental aanagmaent to make 

decisions on how much data will be gathered and the manner 

in which it will be gathered and presented. 

d. Increases specialisation of personnel. Data are gathered 

by one group, screened or evaluated by another group, and 

decisions are made by 1till another. 

e. Assumes all factors relevant to the decisioa can be reduced. 

to a cQlllOll base. 

f. Assumes there will be no bias. Individual aoals may 

aignificautly affect any estimate of costs or benefits. 
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2. Some type of check on the statements made by the divisions 

in support of their proposals, since thoee factOTs affecting 

the estiaatee of costs and benefits are significant. 

3. A schaae for controlling the capital expenditures of the 

enterprise, and also matching the results achieved with the 

predictions and estimates that were made. 

It now seems obvious that the factors needed for centralisation of 

the capital expenditure decision to be effective are as significant. or 

nearly so. as those factors favoring centralisation. If an enterprise 

centralises ita capital expenditure decisions. as most enterprises do to 

some degree, then the enterprise must find methods, techniques, policies, 

or procedures which insure that: (1) explicit estimates of all costs and 

benefits can and will be madeJ (2) divisional -.eagers know and will act 

in the best interests of the enterprise, i.e., all possible alternatives 

are searched for, bias ls e11mt.nated, etc.; and (3) there la a complete 

capital expenditure control system for the enterprise. In an attempt to 

asaure a reduction in the effect of these items, enterprises h&Ye 

established rigid adaf.niatrative precesses or procedures with which the 

capital expenditure process must align. A discussion ef tbeae administra• 

tive proces1es and their effect will be deferred until decentralised 

capital expendituTe decisions are discussed. 

Everyone recognises that it is unrealistic to believe that all 

decision•aakina in an enterprise can be completely centralised. As 

already pointed out, some degree of decentralised capital expenditu.re 

decision•making has occurred in many enterprises. Those factors 
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favoring same degree of decentralisation of capital expenditure decisions 

may be enuaerated aa follows: 

1. It will aln a quicker reaction tille on pToposala. The time 

required for a proposal to reach the central off ice and for a 

decision to be aade aay be substantial, and in the Manttme 

coadf.tiona aay have chanaed in tema of coats, tiatua, and 

other aiauificant factors. ror example, the lead tiae required 

in gO'lerDIUlUtal budgets la quite long and cenditiona change la 

this period which may require additional allocatiOll of funds. 

2. It is closely aliaued with other incentive aspects of decentral• 

i•ation in general. When a manager is delegated the reapouai• 

btlity for hi1 division, capital expenditure deciaiOlla should 

be f.acluded; otherwise he does not bne the control to determine 

the destiny of that division. If the manaaer'a rewards are 

related to his achievemmata, then he should preamably hne 

complete reaponelbility and authority for all aapecta of the 

diviaion'a operation includiaa long and abort•term capital 

expeacU.turea1 otherwise hie decision• aay favor short•tena 

renlta. 

3. It reduces the "rubber stamp" effect for those ioeataents 

which are generally aareed to be essential and justified. If 

central office generally apprcwes av.ch proposals, they might 

vell be handled at the operating la.el•. 

4. It avoids using up the energies of top aanageaent. eapecially 

for "-11" propo1ala, and allows th• tlae for dneloping 
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plans and strategies, coordinating, and controlling the entire 

enterprise without reaard to specific divisions. 

s. It allows mere evaluation of the non•aeaaurable factors. There• 

fore, the impact of the so-called intangibles will likely 

receive more emphasis. For example, it ia traditional to 

suppress risk and uncertainty associated with a proposal and 

to favor a.-ari•ing data when it is written up for tranSllis• 

sion. Moreover, there b seld• a conventional, effective means 

of expressing risk and uncertainty. 

6. It aids in the development and training of broad aanaa•ent 

personnel. 

Co.plate deceatraliaation of capital expenditure decisions does not 

solve the total problem of the capital expenditure process. Complete 

decentralisation raises the need for: 

1. Assuring that divteional managers will make capital expenditure 

decisions that are in the beat interests of the entire enter• 

prise, not just their division. This meS!lB that the divisional 

manager must kftov what actions will be in the enterprise's best 

interest. that be will be motivated to take such action, and 

that the perfoxmance of the division can be effectively 

evaluated. 

2. Coordination of investment plans between division1 and coordina• 

ting these plans with the availability of funds for the entire 

enteTpriee. 

3. An integrated capital expenditure evaluation and control system 

for the entire enterprise. At present, for example. evaluation 
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is basecl on rate-of•returu on investment or same derl•atlve 

thereof & and control ie exercised by the authOl'ity channels of 

the fonaal organisational structure. These aeaas of naluation 

aacl cmtrol hne inherent vea1me88ea which make c-.plete 

deceatrallsatlon. afPear impracticable. 

Giviag con•ideration to both those f actore f ayoriaa centrali•atioa 

and those f ayorlng decentralisation. it is not aurpriaing to find that 

the capital expenditure decision is neither completely centrall•ed nor 

caapletely deceatraliaed in aoat enterprises. It would appear that the 

better Ol'&antsatiGDal design would lie aomevbere between these extremes. 

ROlf'8Yer, a cOllbiaattoa of centralised and decentralised declsioa•aaking 

ln the capital ezpmuliture proceaa raises the need for: 

1. Making explicit eatillatea of all coats and benefit• to be 

expected fr• a capital expeacliture. A satisfactory ••• for 

expreaaing, ff&luatlng 1 aad c : micatiag ri•k and uncertainty 

is needed. 

2. A .. ans of aaaurtna that the goals of the individual decision• 

llakera at all lnal• in the oraaniaational structure are 

eoaaiatent with the objectives of the oraanf.aatim. Aa the 

number of deaiaiGG maker• increaae 1 probability of eOllflict 

between the decisions made and tbe desire• of the atockholders 

iaereues. 

3. Utlliai~a declaion•aakera at all level• who haye a 1eaeral know-

lHI• of the operation of the entire enterprise. rather thaa 

ju1t a apecialised aeament of it. 



4. Establishment of an optimal criteria on which to determine 

those proposals approved or rejected by top management and 

those by divisional management. In present practice a fixed 

dollar investment :ls the criteria used. Ia a fixed investment 

sise the optimal criteria regardless of type of project (for 

example. replacement, expansion of existing product, expansion 

to produce a new product, research, etc.)T 

S. A means of controlling the decisions of divisional managers in 

teras of (a) total eoamlit:llen.ts by the division, and (b) matching 

the results achieved with the predictions made for those pro-

posals that were approved by top management. 

Basically. the factors enumerated abo.e can be thought of as a 

suanation of those factors needed for both cCllllplete centralisation and 

ccmaplete decentrali1ation of the capital expenditure decision& but the 

effect of each f aetor on the capital expenditure decision is dependent 

upon the degree of centralisation or decentralization in the particular 

enterprise at a particular time with a particular type of structure. 

It •••• reasonable to conclude that the optimal organisation design 

for the capital expenditure process is not in one of the purer forms of 

orgauiaatton. either highly centralised or highly deeentraliaed within a 

particular type of structure. Rather, the optimum design would appear 

to be in a "ocmbinatf.on." Hovever 1 there is no theory available to 

determine the opt:lmull degree of either within a particular type of 

structure. In fact, this writer could not find any kind of published 

research in this area, either theoretical or experimental. In actuality, 
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then, organisations search or ''hunt" for a ''workable c•biuation" within 

their particular structure. 

Historically, as polated out by Istvan's study (14), a ''workable 

ccabination" baa beu ba•ed upou a fixed •i•• of investment without regard 

to type of oraaaiaational structure, type of expenditure, uaootated risks, 

parttcvlar tnes of imH.vtduala at each lnel iu the structure, and/or 

rat ... of•retun Oil investment. Thus, in arriYing at this "c.Uiuatton", 

the prbaary factor taken into consideration ia the aiae of the t.D.asblellt. 

Thia "caabtaatian" i• then illpl-.nted by specified adaintatrattve 

processes. 

Considering the af oreaanttoned factors relative to centralisation 

81t/J/or decentraliaatioa of the capital ezpendit•r• decision, it is con• 

eluded that a "cmbt.Dattan" baaed on nch a schae within any of the 

principal types of orgautaattonal structure places a liaittng paraaeter 

on the capital expemliture process. 

If an operating organtaatioe. recognizes that a "c•btnati•" baaed 

oa the fixed at1e of tnYeataent anroach ta a paraaeter, it ts then faced 

with the prehl• of ''hunting" fer the opthaal ccabination since ne theories 

er guidelines are presently nailable. Thia ''hwting" may cause th• organ• 

isation to Hctllate and hence bee .. unstable. Since aalnt•auce of 

relative •tabiltty is extr ... ly important to the oraaniaatiGD (as 

•tscuaaed in Chapter III), aiptficant ''huntina" for an optillal c•bina• 

tion will not normally oceur. Any ''bunting" tbat raay hne occurred in 

the paat baa normally been the result of internal 8114/or external pre•aurea 

n by chance, ad it haa not had as its objective to seek the optf.llal 

c•binatton. 
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Therefore, administrative processes that result from a ''workable 

combination" baaecl on f lxed size of investment will be explored in an 

effort to shew how additional oraaniaational parameters are placed on the 

capital expenditure process. 

Sum.au: The primary purpose of an organization'• structure is to 

assure that all activities of the organization will be planned, eoordin• 

ated, and controlled in an effort to achieve &Gile organisational objective. 

There are five principal types of oraanizational structure with varyina 

degrees of complexity appropriate to all enterprises in terms of size, 

type of product, and type of competition. As the organizational structure 

of the enterprise changes, the capital expenditure process is affected. 

'11le place of the capital expenditure process within the principal types 

of structure has been presented. 

Eventually the ideals of formal organisation cannot be reached by 

either of the principal types of structure; then the so-called decentral• 

ized organization cemes into being. Pull decentralizatien, however, for 

the capital expenditure decision has not occurred. In most instances, 

the divisional manager is only partially respGnsible for his operation; 

major capital expend.tture decisions, even in large enterprises, 

essentially remain in top management's domain with some degree of 

delegated decision-making relative to sane fixed size of investment. 

Considering thoae factors favoring centralization and those f ayoring 

decentralization, it is not surprising to find that the capital expendi• 

ture decision is neither completely centralized nor completely decentral• 

ized in most enterprises; therefore, the optimum organizational design 
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would appear to be in a "cambination." A "combination" based on a fixed 

size of investment within any of the principal types of organizational 

structures places a limiting parameter on the capital expenditure 

process. 

Adainistrative Procedures Affecting the Capital Expenditure Process 

It was stated that organizational parameters must be deeigned to: 

(1) cause the system to exercise good relative stability. (2) damp 

oscillations in the 'ystem, and (3) oaapensate for reasonable delays. 

Therefore, a good oraanimational design is one which plans, coordinates, 

and controls these elements in accordance with the or1anisation's priaary 

objective. 

Recall that the boundaries (PJ.2 and Pu2> on the enterprlse•s primary 

objective is determined by its policies and procedures or by a govern-

mental agency or sovernmental influence, and that oscillations within 

these boundaries must be damped around Pv :ln such a manner that the 

syat811 does not become uustable. To accompl:lsh stability within the 

framework of the primary objective and the organizational strueture, most 

enterprises utilize same administratl•e procecture to perfol'Gl the follow-

ing activities relative to the capital expenditure process: 

(1) Search for investment opportunities 

(2) Evaluate the opportunitiea 

(3) Choose between the opportunities 

(4) Implement the selected proposals 

(5) Follow-up on the implemented proposals 

One of the major probl4111s facing the enterprise in its capital 

expenditure process is to determine which of these activities (and to 
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what extent) should be performed by each of the organizational units 

(staff, line, ccmmittee, departmeut, division, etc.). Since the enter-

prise doe• not have an Ufllcit method or technique available, it 

establiabea adminiatrative procedures within the frsaewoTk of its exlating 

organizational structure. The manner in which these procedures affect 

the capital expenditure process will occupy the remainder of this chapter. 

Search for Iuyeateeg.t qpportunltlt• 

No matter how simple or complex an enterprise's capital expenditure 

process may be, it is useless if it baa nothing to analyze or no alter-

nate courses of action fr• which to choose. The raw material of the 

capital expenditure process is the investment propoeala, and these pro-

poaala muat be made available in suf f 1ci8!1t quantity before the funds of 

the enterprise can be put to their moat advanta1eoua use. 

The process of search was discussed in general in Chapter III. In 

this sectien details of the search process will be discuseed as it relates 

specifically to search for investment proposals. How does search for 

investment opportunities occur, or more importantly, how and where do 

investment proposals originate? Sometimes alternate courses of action 

are given, sametimes they are forced upon the decision•maker, and &Clllletimes 

they must be discovered or developed. If the courses of action are given 

or are fcn;ced on the deeision•maker, then there ia no opportunity to 

search for alternattvesi however, conditions such as these occur lnfre• 

quently in the capital expenditure process. Consider, for example, that 

a law existed which stated that air pollution must be controlled at a 
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certain level and the enterprise was affected by this lawi it still should 

search for a dtlrice that woulcl Met the requirements, perfom at "m:ntaum" 

oeet, and require the .. 11e1t bweatment, or chuage jita process or 

product. That ta, the enterpriae should search for altera.ati••• amt make 

c..,arattve evaluatiene. 'ftaerefore, ln the capital expenditure process 

alternate caur1es of action should be searehecl fer and develepe4; other• 

vi•• the enterprise is satisfied with existina courses of actieo. 

Before 1oin1 ~ to further cliacusslen of search for iDYeatllent 

..,...tuut.tiea, it ta important to 9U11eat .... of the conclttiens which 

lead to the as&u11ptloa that alternative oour1es of action are given. 

Morris (19, p. 90) &Ull8Sta aeYeral hypothesis which aay be aU1111Srized 

as f ollowaa 

111. If tt is belieY84l that ne alternatives exiat beyond thue 
already umler considerattoa, it la natural to assume that the 
alternatiYes are to be taken as at.van. If it is bell .. ed that 
there are ao better alternatives than th••• under e91Utt•era• 
tien, er lf the coat of dlaaeverina better alternatt .. • i• 
belined to be esceaal••· then the a-. aaaumptlon will be ......... 

2. The a11umptton that altel'll&tivea are given is ueed •tffer*1ltly 
at •tfferent levels an• poettien• in tbe oraantaatlen.••••Aa 
one ...,.. up the lacl••r of line reaponaibility, oft.an the 
opportunity an4 neceaetty to obtain new altel'Uatives iDcreaaee. --··· 

3. Many of the oonclltiona wbiah lead to the aaamptton that the 
eeur••• ef action are gi•en can be captured with the tera 
"tnatttutlenal rlaicltty." !hta tera auue•t• th••• featuru 
of the firm which leacl it to reject the search for new 
altarnati•••·••••· Tradition and ego in•olv--t may play an 
illportant part in reatricttng the range of altenatina which 
are considered. hrhapa aoet important 11 the influenee of 
paat decision• on the alternatives which are coa1idere4.••••· 

4. It ta probably true that the stronger the preaauru of ttae aad 
routine activity upon the decision maker, the leas likely it ta 
that n• alternative• will be sought. Pia.din& new alternative• 
takea tf.ae, energy, ancl aoney, which aay not be available. 
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S. If the conditions leading up to a decision problem have been 
met repeatedly in the past, then a policy may emerge which will 
specify the alternatives to be considered.-·-··" 

Thua, we c.a t• a basic hypothesis advanced by March and Simon (18) 

which states: Moat hUIUU decision aakins, whether organizational or 

individual, is concerned with the discOYery and selection of satisfactory 

alternatives; only in exceptioaal cases is it eeneerned with the discovery 

and selection of optimal alternatives. This hypothesis su11ests a number 

of insights into the question of accepting the given alternatives or 

searchlna for new oneai and it leads back to the hypothesis proposed in 

the last chapter as the primary objective of a business organisation in 

relation to capital expenditure decisions, i.e., a satisfactory profit for 

survival is one where 11.l < P ~ Pu2 and a satisfactory profit for growth 

is one where 1\2 ~ P <.. Pu2• 

These hypotheses suggest the principle thats search will be expected 

to continue only until an alternative is diacowered which is acceptable, 

i.e., one where P Z PJ.1 or P? Pt2 depending on the organisation's atti• 

tude teward rrewtb. Under this principle, the determination of the 

ebaracteriaties of an acceptable alternative ta required in aclvanee. 

Therefere, in capital expenditure decisions under assumed certainty, this 

priuciple aipt take the fora: search for inveetment opportuaitlea until 

one ts dlscowered wbi~ will yield a return on :tnvestaeut of 12 per cent. 

The key to the usefulness of this principle is the process of establishing 

Ptl or PL2• It is proposed that this is the guiding principle by which 

search for additional investment opportunities occurs in the capital 
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expenditure process of moat U.S. enterprises, i.e., search activity is 

characterised by an attempt to discover satisfactory alteruatiYea. 

Then how cloea au enterprise go about eearddng for (or cH.scoverlng) 

aclditi91lal alternative capital expenditure propoaalsT Much of the anBWer 

to this que1tton aay be tied up ln the study of creative thbaldng, and 

the cleYel.,..at of imaginative am! creative appreacbea to the capital 

expencH.ture process. A atwly of creativity le a faeeinatiq, but very 

epeciaUaed, topic whieh vill not be discussed here. Rattaer, the approach 

vill be taken of how anterpri••• actually aeaerate alternative propeaala. 

At this point capital expenditure• will be clusifiecl iato two 

cateaortu only a al.nor expenditure• and aajor u:peucliture•. The minor 

category luclud•• replacemeat of existing facilities, coat•aavt.ng expendi• 

turea, -11 aclcliti••• and uev methods of manufacture. The major cate-

gory iaclwles apauiou, large aclclitiou, entry into aew fielcla of 

eacleavor, or aew product Une1. It is recogaiaed that there may be 

multiple claasificationa in practice& however, this cluaificatioa. vill 

serve aa a bue for a diacuasion relati•• to ••arch for iaveatment 

opportuni tie•. 

Capital expenditure pra,o•al• tu my enterpriH originate from two 

•ourca•: top maaag...at md/or operating per•GGDel • ,.raoanel who are 

not coneidered mabera of top aanag--.t. 

V•ing the above cluaification, it ia uual to f :l.nd m11aor proposals 

originating from operatiq pereonnel, vberaaa aajor propoaal• generally 

cma frca top 1Wl88_.t. 'J.'hi• 81tuat1on appear• logical Gil the ba•i• 

of the inherent acopa and ability of the oriainator•. Thu, the aajority 
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of expenditure propo1al1 originate among the operating peraonnel. Thi• 

dependence upon the o,erating peraonnal for the conception and f onaulation 

of apeclfic propoaall i• the result of tvo major candf.tionaa 

(1) In the large corporation with line, functional staff, aad 

c.-ltt .. type atructure with diviatanaliaation. there hae to 

ba a broad delegation of authority and rea~aibility which 

include• raapoaaibility for the enterpri••'• capital faciliti••· 

(2) It f.• apected that mo1t enterprf.•e• h&Ya more apadf.turea in 

the llinor category (replae9lellta 1 811811 addition•, etc.) 

tba they do in the major category ( .. jor upaaaiona, uv 

product liaea, etc.). 

Therefore, aa •• would expect, thoM mo•t caapeteat to suggest 

these type• of ex,eadtture• are the operattna ,.raODDel in the lover 

echelou of the enterpriH, aiuce they are iu close cantact with the 

exlating facilities. 

two eOlldltiOll& esi•t in tm.y enterpriae which act a• a atimul .. to 

the peraonne1, either top IUIUlgmeBt or operating peraozmel, to search 

for capital eapeadlture propoealea 

(1) Ccapetltion vith other enterpriM• in m indutry act •• a 

conatant ad real etimulua. lndiviclllal enterprise• strive to 

lo..r average Ullit coat, provide 110l'e efficient service, and 

create nw tmd/or better producta. Therae efforts result in a 

flow of expenditure ideu. 

(2) 'rhe .... ii trtae of internal caapetition within an enterprise. 

Thi• type of cClllpetition i• almoat exclu•lvely directed towards 
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cost reduction and the ''max1111zatton" of pr•fits. Pramotion 

baaed on merit prOYtdea division, plant, and departmental 

manager• with incentives for reducing cost• and increasing 

efficiency. Many enterprises have adopted some type of 

profit-sharing as a aeane of increasing the manager's stlauluss 

ancl many enterprises have adopted acne type of sugeetion 

system as a means of increaalng the stimulus of non•11&nagement 

personnel. These and/or similar means will all result in a 

flow of expenditure ideas. 

Thus, cempetition, either intel'llal or external, prOYldes the stimulus 

for proposal oriainationi and aa a result produces an abundant supply of 

capital expenditure propoeals. It le proposed that moat enterprl8es do 

not aake any special efforts to stimulate ideas for capital expenditures 

acept those where there ii a basic research group. In fact, Istvan (14) 

states in his etudy that 47 out of 48 f il'llS make no special efforts to 

atiaulate ideas for capital expenditures. It is concluded that, contrary 

to popular belief, in aoat enterprises the origination of proposals 

receives no special stimulation. Sufficient proposals of merit arise out 

of the normal manner of doing buainess. 

If no special sttaulatton ia undertaken by the enterprise for pro-

posal ort1tnation, then aaYeral factors relevant to search for opportuni• 

ties can be identiftedz 

(1) learcb decreases with satisfaction. Thus, under asaU11ed 

certainty, search does not occur lf the opportunities available 

are satisfactory. Further, oraaniaations avoid uncertainty by 
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using decision rules emphasizing abort-run reaction to short• 

run feedback and by arranging a negotiated envircmment utili•ing 

plane, standard operating procedures, industry tradition, and 

uncertainty • absorbing contracts on the environment. 

(2) Decieion•makers will give preference to alternatives which 

represent a continuation of activities already underway in the 

enterprise. Then aearch will probably begin with an existing 

alternative and modifications will be made to this "base" 

alternative. Therefore. one would expect more proposals in 

the minor category than the major category. 

(3) Search is also related to the difficulty which ia encountered 

by the decieion•maker in choosing between alternatives. In 

moat enterprises search can be expected to occur whens 

(a) The decision-maker cannot compare the opportunitiea 

available so as to identify a preferred one. 

(b) None of the opportunities available are acceptable, i.e., 

meet the criteria of minimum profit diacuaaed previously. 

(c) The opportunities available lack prediction of associated 

outcomea. If the opportunities available are "risky" or 

have a "large degree" of uncertainty aSBociated with them. 

then search activity will increase. 

Analysing the above factors, one will observe that search activity in 

the capital expenditure process 11 primarily dependent on the difficulty 

encountered by the deci1ion•maker in discovering and choosing satief ac-

tory alternatives; and that ample opportunities for capital expenditures 

result frcm the normal manner of doing business. Therefore, the attitude 
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of moat enterprises in searching for capital expenditure opportunities 

can be summariaed in the statement: the enterprise ia not concerned with 

having an ample 1upply of propoaala, instead its concern is with obtaining 

the funds to implement these proposals. 

Thia limitation on search activity often serves as a parameter on 

the entire capital expenditure process, since the proposals are the inputs 

to the process. The capital expenditure process then becomes a means of 

searching for and evaluating satisfactory alternatives. 

Submiaaion ted!nigues as a parameter: Altheugh no special stimula• 

tion is normally given to proposal origination, or the search process, most 

enterprises feel that standard procedures and/or forms for proposal 

origination and submission are desirable. Advantages derived from the 

utilisation of standard forms and procedures are: 

1 •. Proposals frQD the various departments or divisions of the 

enterprise can be compared when a uuif orm method of compiling 

and presenting data is utilised. 

2. It is then simpler to make optimum use of the funds available 

to the enterprise as a whole. 

3. It is a more efficient approach to the paper work involved 

in processing a proposal. 

It is important to realiae, however, that standard form& and pro-

cedures employed in the capital expenditure process should be utilised 

with extreme care. They must aet out the specific information to be 

provided for economic justification aa well as all the uece11ary, relevant 

information for the moat advantageous decision•making. Since there may 
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be many non•meaaurable f actor1 associated with a capital expenditure 

proposal, standard forms and/or procedures may not present all the 

necessary and relevant information needed by the decision•maker; especially 

if be ts in the central office group of a divisionalized enterprise and 

the proposal originated at a much lower level in the enterprise. There-

fore 1 in centralised decision making, it is necessary for the decision-

maker to apply his own evaluation to the non•meaaurable factors based on 

hie individual goals and erperiencea. Thus, the utilisation of standard 

procedures and/or forms leads back to the attendant needs and advantages 

and disadvantages of centraliaation in general that were diacusaed 

previously. 

It ahould be recognized that certain types of proposals may conform 

to standard patterns much better than others, e.g., equipment replacement 

veraua new product lines since it is more difficult to predict the outcome 

associated with the latter. Therefore, standardization of procedures 

and/or forms for proposal origination and submission ahould be dependent 

on the type of expenditure proposal. 

Tiae pattern of ayl:Jad.eaion aa a parameter: The timing of proposal 

origination and submiea~Ol,t. ie closely tied to the capital budgeting 

techniques employed by the enterprise. That ia. proposal submission is 

tied to the process of estimating any future needs for funds and/or the 

allocation techniques and timing of existing funds to be utilized for 

capital expenditures. Istvan (14) identifies three general situations 

concerning the timing of proposal submission to be included in the 

capital budget: 
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l. Periodic submission • Originator's may submit their proposals 
only at a apecifiad time, e.g., two to three months prior to 
the beginning of a new fiscal period. 

2. Colltiuual submission if budgeted • Originator'• may submit 
propoaals any time during the year, but only if they were 
previously included in the capital budget. 

3. Continual submieaion regardless of budgeting • Originator's 
are encouraged to submit their proposals any time during the 
year whether or not they have been included in the budget. 

Of the three situations, the third is the moat conducive to an 

up-to-date flow of ideas. In enterprises where submission occurs only 

once a year, it is po1sible that an excellent proposal conceived a short 

time after the deadline for submission will remain unprocessed for almost 

a year. This is also the case where the proposal must first be included 

in an annual budget; furthermore, there is a danger that originators will 

view proposal auhmis1ion a1 an annual chore rather than aa a continuous 

aspect of normal operations. 

Therefore. the enterpriae muat provide for continual 1ubmiaaion of 

proposals; otherwi1e the tiae pattern of euhmiaaion can seriously affect 

the capital expenditure proceaa. 

gvaluation of Investment Proposal• 

It has been pointed out that opportunities for investment reeult 

frca the normal manner of doing busine••• and only in exceptional cases 

was there any added stimulation to produce alternatives. Thus, sufficient 

proposals of merit resulted. Thia section will be devoted to the 

administrative procesae1 for evaluating these propoaala. 

Once a proposal ha1 been submitted, how ia it processed! In the 

capital expenditure process of moat enterpri1es, there are specified 
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channels through which the proposal must flow before a decision is made. 

The first step ie the implicit or explicit classification of the proposal. 

Cla1aification of proposals: Capital expenditure propoaals were 

classified previoualy into major and minor categories; however. this 

cla•sification may place limitations on the processing and/or evaluation 

of proposals. In some enterprises, all proposals regardleaa of dollar 

siae, purpose, length of service, etc •• are proceaaed and evaluated in a 

aimilar manner; whereas in other enterprises axpen.titure proposals are 

classified into groups. The principal reason for claesifyins proposals 

into groups is for convenience in processing and/or evaluation. The 

following questions arise relative to claesification of capital expendi• 

ture propo1als1 (1) Should all proposals be processed and evaluated in 

a •imilar manner! (2) How dO enterprises actually classify capital 

expenditure propoaalsT (3) Does the actual classification of expenditure 

proposal• affect the capital expenditure proceeat 

The argument may be presented that all proposals should be processed 

and evaluated in a similar manner since they ccnrait the reaources of the 

enterprhe: thue detel'llining its future courses of action. However, all 

propoeala do not ccmmit the resources for the same length of time, all 

proposala do not commit the same share of the resourcee, all proposals do 

not serve the same purpose, all propo1als do not have the same degree of 

risk and/or uncertainty associated with them, and all proposals do not 

meet to the aame degree the goals of the individual deciaion•aakers. 

If all expenditure proposals in an enterprise are submitted to a similar 

method of proceaaing and evaluation. the method must have factors built 

into it which properly consider theae and similar conditions. 
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A single method is certainly desirable; however, due to the many 

variables involved, no universal method exists today. In fact, no single 

method exiata which considers all the major variables for all proposals 

within a aingle enterprise. In those enterpriaes that utilise a standard 

method for processing and evaluating all expenditure propoaala many 

factors are left to the discretion of the decieion•maker. Further, either 

completely centrali•ed or completely decentraliaed decision•making exists 

with its attendant advantages and diaadvantages. 

Many researchers and anterpriaes have recognised the shortcc:mdngs 

of a single method for processing and evaluating expenditure proposals. 

This ia evidenced by the fact that much of the literature develop• and 

presents apecialiaed methods for dealing vitb certain classes of expendi• 

ture, e.g., replaceaellt modeb. Thu1, for convenience in processing and 

evaluating proposals, many enterprises have adopted smne type of classi• 

fication system. The classification system utilised. by the enterprise 

is closely tied to ita definition of what constitutes a capital expendi• 

ture. As pointed out earlier, there ia no universally accepted definition 

of capital expenditure nor capital budgeting: however, from the literature 

general classification patterns evolve. The major implicit or explicit 

patterns that evolve are: 

l. Classification only into the major or minor categories dis• 

cussed previously& or classification into the major and 

minor categories on the basis of dollar ai•• regardleas of 

type, purpose, etc. 

2. Claaaificatlon into two categories only: replacements and 

expansions. The expansion category cavers additions to 
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existing f acilitiee and the creation or purchase of new 

facilities for any reason. The replacement category covers 

replacements brought about by phyeical u1elessness of existing 

facilities, by coat•saving proposals, and by regulatory dictum. 

There may be minor deviations to this classification system in 

both title and definition, but these differences are not 

significant enough to lead to other categoriee. 

3. Multiple classifications: This system facilitates slightly 

different processing and/or evaluation and/or accounting for 

the different classes of expenditures. Three typical examples 

of multiple classification• are2 

l!!'Pl! 1; Proposal claaaification utilised by a railroad. 

(a) Expenditures required by regulatory cOD1nisaion. 

(b) lxpenditures dictated by safety even though not 

required by regulation. 

(c) General replacements of existing facilities regard• 

leas of dollar anount. 

(d) Hew f acilitiea (not replacements of axieting 

f acilitias) 

Jxample %: Propoeal classification utiliaed by an equipment 

manufacturer. 

(a) Major projects • any project for any purpose in which 

the final cost is $1 million or more. 

(b) All others, broken down as follows: 

Class 1 - expansion projects 
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Claaa II • product improvement projects 

Claas 111 • coat reduction projects 

Class IV • neceaaity projects 

Claes V • goverllle1lt•01med facilitiea 

1!9!ple 31 Propoaal claealfication utilised b7 a chemical firm. 

(a) leplac...ata 

(b) Coet reduction projects 

(c) lxpaaeion of productive facilitiea 

(d) Nev plant or nev buainaaa unite 

(•) Other • thi1 category inc1wtaa project• which do not 

readily fit into a:ay of the above claaaificattona, 

e.g., improv918Dta to working conditiona. 

!he information required to juatify my expenditure aeceaaarf.ly 

depend• on the natca and purpose of the project. Thia ia evidencecl by 

the fact that many enterpriae1 utiliae multiple claaatficatiOlll for 

comrenieace in proceeeiag .U/or evaluat:l.ng propoeala. Although a 

multiple cl .. 1ification ay1tea may allow the enterpriae to atandardiae 

the information ueeded for proceaaing and evaluating each claaa of 

proposal, it may increue the complexity of choice. l'or -.-ple1 if a 

coat•aavina proposal aDd an expanaion proposal ta submitted and all 

factor• are equal i~luding the baef.c eelection criteria, which oae 

1hou14 the deci1ion-maker chooae if he la Umf.ted to oaly oae of th•T 

theoretically, it doea not matter which proposal 1• 1elect!d1 however, 

baaed Oil the choice proceH dtacuHH pnvtously, the declaf.on-.aker 

would chooat the c01t•1aYin.g propo1al; since it repre1ent1 a coatlnuatiOA 
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of axi•ting activities. Parameters affecting choice of proposals will be· 

diacuaaed in f¥rther detail in a aubaeq,aent eectioa. 

Implicit, therefore, in exiatiog cla•aification 117eteu ia the idea 

that th., ar• baaed Oil the degree of riak BDd/or uncertainty aaaociated 

with each p,art1eu1B claa• of propoaal, e.g., there ie lea• rlak and 

uncertainty aaaociated with a coat••aviaa• propoaal aa compared with an 

expanaion propoaal. Analysing the typical claaaifieation ayattma outlined 

abcwe, oae wuld conclude that tbeae enterpriaea are utilising, to aome 

degr .. , the claaification ayat• u a mean.a of dealing with riak and 

uncertainty. If the claaaification syatmn i• the method _,loyed by the 

enterpd.ae for dealing with riak and uncertainty, then defl1l1te par,..ters 

are placed OD the entire cq1ta1 expenditure proceaa; aince it ia natural 

to uame that there 1• U.ttle riak and uncertainty aaaociatecl with cert• 

aln type propoaala (e.g., replacmDellt and coat•aaving) aa CClllpBecl with 

other typea (e.g., new product U.ua). 

lt appeBI aa though the claaaification ayat911l utilisetl by the 

entertriae baa been the outgrowth of ita organl•atioaal atructare aad 

adai'Diatrative proced\ll'ea, rather than the structure and proceclurea being 

lnfluenced by the claaaification ayatea. Therefore, the claaaiflcation 

ayat• detend.uea bov the propoaal will be proceaaed and naluated within 

the extatlna 1d'liatatrativ• procedures and organiaational structure. 

Once a propo1al 11 submitted, the claaeification ayat• ..,toyed by 

the enterpri .. la the fir•t adminJ.atrative procedure that it encouutera. 

!he claaaification that a proposal receive• then determlua how it vill 

be procaaeed and avaluatedJ thu it determines hov the propoaal will flow 
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through the organisational etructure before a decieion is made. The 

claaeification •Y•t• employed is, therefore, a paraneter in the proces• 

•in& aacl walution etage1 of the capital expenditure proce1a. 

1rno1a1 flC!!I the path that a proposal f ollOWI throuah the 

adminiatratlve channel• of an enterpriae fr .. originator to ultimate 

dec1aion-aaker ia clo .. ly aligned with the organiaational structure and 

proposal claa1ification ayat.. utilised by the particular enterpriae. 

Iha aHumption will be aade, in thi1 diacuaaiOG, that the line, func• 

tlonal ataff, and ccmmlttee organisation vtth divi1ionaliaation is 

-.1oyacl1 thi• aanmption ia reali1tic for mo•t major u. s. enterprises. 

Further, wa though a multiple claa1ification •y•t• may be utilised 

by the enter:pd.•• • it 11 propo•ed that the path which a propoaal f ollowa 

through the admilliatratlv• chaunels of the enterpri•• is deteialnad 

pri11ari1y by the major and ainor categoriea defined prwieualy. Therefore, 

lf a propoaal ia aubmlttad which ia claa1lfied in the millor category 

(replae--ta, coet•1avinp, etc,), it vlll be processed in a different 

manner frGm one that ie in the major category (new product ltne1, etc.). 

In practice today. the patten of propoaal flow f.• further tied to 

the dollar 1iu of investment. Thia fact ia pointed out by Istvan'• 

study (14) vhf.eh waa quoted previously, i.e., if a propo1al exceed• a 

f iud dollar alae, it muat flow to a higher level in the belrarehal 

atnctve before a deelaion 11 aade. Therefore, th• path that a prc»poaal 

follOWI frClll originator to the ultlllate decia1on-maker in a particular 

enterprise, la primarily dependent oa the type of organlsatioaal 1truc-

ture, the implicit or expU.cit claaaiflcation into a major or minor 
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category. the dollar aiae of inve&tmant, and originating aource. In 

general. however. two baaic patterns of flow ... rge. 

One pattern of flov la geaerally aaaeciated with propoaala that 

orialnate fraa operating peraonnel. lacall that minor propoaal1 normally 

oriainate fr• operating peraonnel1 couequeatly. a pattern of flow 

...-gea that la normally aaaociated with minor expenditures. In this 

pattern. the propoaa1 goea fraa originator to a rni8ftr in ame 

aubordinate ecbeloa tn the organiaational atructure (clepartaant, pl1111t, 

etc.) who enaurea the accuracy of the informatim tnclvcled ill the 

propual; btat thia revi• ia not clelf.ped to ••nre the p,opoaal'a 

acceptability tn liaht of over-all corporate objective• other thau. to 

tnnre that 1t .. eta acne mllliam criteria. If the propoaal meet• the 

mint.mm criteria, it then flan up through the oralllliaatianal atructure 

(with additional reri•) until it reaches a level that ia authoriaed to 

aaJr.e a declalon on that dollar eiae lnYeatllellt. 

In this type of propoaal flow. aweral organuatiOA&l par .. tera are 

placed on the capital expenditure proceaa. Principal par ... ter1 are: 

1. !he review or acreenf.ng •cbaai• itaelf. 'l:bia will be 

diacuaed after the other major pattern of flow ia preaeted. 

2. Plow throuah the normal authority-reapooaibility channels. 

'rheoretf.cally, after the rni-r inaurea accuracy of informa-

tion ancl the propo1al meet• the minima criteria of acceptabil• 

ity, then it should flow directly to th• clec111on-aakar. In 

practice, however, the proposal f10V8 through the aormal 

••thority pattern of the organisational 1tructure which la 
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designed for ''maximum" control. This type of arrangement 

481\IMB that each ..mer through which the proposal flows has 

&Giie responaibility associated with it. Yet they do not have 

the &\lthority to approve it; but they can reject it. Therefore, 

since they have reaponsiblity they will view the proposal in 

terms of their individual goals and modify, reject, or allow it 

to paaa to the next level on this basis. Only tboae proposals 

that meet the individual goals of tho1e through which it passes 

reach the ultimate deciaion•maker; thus some proposal• that may 

be preferred in terms of over-all corporate objectives never 

reach a decieion-maker that can approve it, whereas other 

proposals that may be leas desirable in over•all terms do reach 

the deeiaion-maker. It •••• that much of the authority pattern 

should be short•circuited if centralised deeiaion-aaking is 

employed in the capital expenditure process of the enterprise. 

3. Timing of approval. The timing of proposal approval or rejec• 

tiau ta directly related to the level of authority needed to 

grant approval; the higher a proposal ha• to go in the 

atructure before a deciaion is made, the longer the time lag 

between propoaal submission and proposal approval. 

the other major pattern of flow is generally associated with those 

proposals that originate from top manageaent. llecall that major propoeals 

normally originate from top management; consequently, a pattern of flow 

emergee tbat is normally aaaociated with major expenditures. In this 

pattern. the proposal goes directly from the originator to a reviewer at 
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decision-maker. ln this type of proposal flow the principal organiaa• 

tional parameters are: 

1. Major proposals would normally get priority over minor proposals 

even though they may require larger investments. have more risk 

ad/or uncertainty associated with them, and cClllld.t the 

reaourcea for longer periods since it is natural to satisfy 

top management first. 

2. Creates preblem of information flow to operating personnel. The 

cooperation and support of operating personnel is necessary if 

any proposal is to be implemented; therefore, these personnel 

muet be kept inf ormecl of propo1als at the top-management level 

in which they had little or no part in formulating. Otherwise, 

once a decision is made to implement a proposal, the operating 

per1onnel may accept the decision as a dictumi thus not giving 

it their whol .. hearted support, especially if it conflicts with 

their individual goals. 

Ihf 1creerdp,a prOCf!&I In both patterns of flow, capital expenditure 

proposals are first submitted for review or screening. At this stage, 

they are checked to insure that they are submitted according to the 

pre1cribed method for that class proposal and that they contain all tha 

information nece11ary for evaluation. Istvan (14) states that there are 

four main approaches to the review or screening procedure mcmg the firms 

studied. These approaches may be eummarized as: 

1. All proposals flow directly from the originator to the decision• 

maker who is in sole charge of review as well ae approval or 

rejection. 
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2. Screening is an intermediate step between originator and 

decision•maker. but i• a secondary duty to a person or 

peraona with othu dutiea. 

3. Screening i• an interaediate atep b9tw9ea originator and 

deciaion-maker. but it ls perfomed by a apecialht or te• 

of apecialiste whose priJllary duty le to analyae capital 

expenditure proposals. 

4. Screening i• performed by 8f•cia11ats for major propoaals 

whereas minor propoaala receive the attention of non•epacialiete. 

The exact functions performed by the revievera vary according to which of 

the above approach•• is uud. However, in all caaea the first screening 

proceae wtll include the following: 

1. Checking to ineure accuracy of any calculation&. 

2. Checking to insure reaaonabl81lesa of any e1t1aatee. 

3. Comparing propoeala aa to their econ.Gade worth. For those 

propoaala where approval at higher lavela is req•ired, only 

those that appear econcaically adequate are forwarded for 

further couaideration. and thoae that appear infeasible are 

eliatDated frcm further coneideration. 

\'hose propoeala that get through thia first screening proeeae and where 

approval 18 required at a higher level may be proceeaed either by 

flowing through the organ1•atioaal structure to the deci1ion•maker or 

they may flow to a top-managment screening body before reaching the 

deciaion-aaker. The general caae ia for the prepoaal to flow to a top 

managaneot ecreening body which: 
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l. Repeats the testing for arithmetical accuracy and reasonable• 

ness of estimates. 

2. Considers thoae aspects of the proposal which affect the company 

as a whole. 

3. Considers thoae aspects of the proposal which may not be within 

the knowledge of the lower levels. Por example, to provide a 

warehouae at an individual plant even though the proposal is 

highly acceptable, when the company ia planning to build ware-

houses in major cities for aore effective distributiOD of all 

products. 

4. Compare• the econcmic worth of a propoaal with other proposals 

that have been submitted in the past in an effort to 1.naure 

that corporate funds are being expendecl to the best advantage. 

s. llec0111111end1 approval or rejection. Thia recamnendation is 

usually followed by the decision•maker, although he is not 

required to do so. 

It is concluded that unleH the review or screening ia performed by 

an individual or group of individuals who are failiar with the operation 

of the entire enterprise, utilise sound evaluation principle•, know what 

funds are available or can be obtained for capital expenditures, and that 

all proposals to be compared are available. then the screening process 

does not fulfill its purpose nor does it optimise profite. Thie la not 

to 1ay that the screening process does not serve a useful purpoae: it 

reduce• the time and effort spent by a decision-maker with diverse 

reaponaibilities to a minilnum. 
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terms of which propoaala reach the decision-maker, it is imperative that 

the a4min11trat1ve proeed.ure• aaaociated with it be carefully designed 

:la tel'IU of where it will be done, who will do it• and how it will be 

done. Otherviae, the entire capital expenditure proceaa becaaes nothing 

more than a screening process which insures arithmetical accuracy. 

It le obrlous that the screening proce11 is deaigud for veediug 

out those proposal• that are clearly not feaaible, lf it it to serve 

tbia purpoae effectively, then it mvat utiliae sound evaluation techniques. 

Theraf ore, the techniqves utiliaed by the enterprise for econaaic evalu• 

atton is a key elaaent in the evaluation phase of the capital expenditure 

precess. 

Tht nalu•tl!! 1roc:e191 Th• naluation process 1• a vital part of 

the capital e:xpenditure procese; without it all prior diecua•ion becomes 

auperfluoue. It la the procesa for determining the aost advantageous 

allocation of funds amoaa the various proposals. 

Basically, there are two stages in the evaluation proceas of a 

capital espeaditure. The first stage involves the determination of the 

dollar •i•e of the 1nveatDlant proposal, the expected cost• aaaoctated 

vitb the propoaal, and the eatimated advantage to be gained frm. making 

the expenditure. 'this stage emanates frcm the originator or the orig• 

inator in conaultation with others who provide data and/or advices and i• 

priaarily con.cerned with the collecticm, ccmpiling, and aaslllbliag of 

data. While thia stage is a vital part of the capital expenditure 

proceaa, tt ta not the intent of this thesia to diacuas the details of 
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data gathering other than to emphasise the impact of this stage ou the 

total capital expenditure process. lt ehould be clear that the capital 

expenditure process is no better than its raw material or inputs; 

therefore, the success or failure of the capital expenditure process is 

dependent on thia stage. The first atage of the evaluation process 

provides the raw material for the second stage • the measure of 

acceptability. The basic purpose of the measure of acceptability should 

be to allocate the funds of the enterprise in a manner which will add 

the greatest lona-rauge profitability to the enterprise. lt should 

insure that the advantages of the various proposals compare favorably 

with the adnirzun level of acceptability (Pi,1 or '1,2)J and when funds 

for capital expenditures are limited, it should insure that only the 

best propoaale are lmpl ... nted. 

Judging frCllB the volume of literature. there is a great deal of 

interest in techniques for measuring the acceptability of capital 

expenditure proposals. These techniques have received and are con• 

tinutng to receive the primary attention of those interested in capital 

budgeting. ln fact. judging from the literature, one not f.Uliar with 

the total capital expenditure procese might believe that there are 

many techniques available to measure the acceptability of a propoealJ 

and that these techniques are the primary cQDponent in the process. 

Actually there are OGly five basic techniques (with variations), each 

with its advantages and disadvantages; they are: 

1. Subjective judgement. 

2. The payout period (payback, payoff, etc.), 1.e., number of 

years needed to recover the investment. 
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3. The simple rate-of•return, i.e., not adjusted for time value. 

4. Special formula methods, e.g.• Machinery and Allied Products 

lnatituta Method (camnonly called the MAPI method). 

S. The time adjusted rate-of•return, 1.e •• methods for calculating 

the rate-of•return which consider time value. 

These methods are liated in descending order of aopbiatication. In 

addition to these baaic methods, there are methods in the literature which 

are concerned vith explicit techniques for evaluating risk and uncertainty. 

two general approaches are employed in these methodsz 

1. Models using soma probabilistic method of evaluating proposals 

as a baaia for deeition. Such models include the most probable 

future, aspiration level, expectation•variance, etc. 

2. Model• that assume little or no knowledge about the probability 

of outcome and rely on game theory as a basis for decision. 

Such 110dele include the dcminance principle, minimax strategy, 

LaPlace (Principle of lnaufficient reason) 1 Hurvica principle, 

etc. 

The utiliaation of any one or combination of the above techniques 

is closely related to the type (or claaa) of proposal under consideration. 

However. no attempt will be made in this thesis to state types of 

proposals or conditions where each of the technique• are applicable; nor 

will thit thesis attempt to compare, contrast, or relate the advantages 

and disadvantages of each. Literature in the areas of Accounting, 

lngiaeering lconmy. Operation• lesearch. Industrial Engineering, and 

Management Science contains aufficient diacuaaion in these areas. 
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While the technique utili•ed for meaa\lt'ing acceptability i• another 

vital component in the over•all capital expenditure proceaa, it ie 

eu98eated that what i• moat significant in understanding and improving 

this proceaa ie not ao much the particular technique utili•ed (if it 

conaidera all available relevant data); but rather the arrangements by 

which the enterprise reaches a capital expenditure decision. A9 an 

analogy 1 consider a home heating system. It is impractical to use a 

thermometer that measure• room temperature to the nearest one-hundredth 

degree if the entire 1y1tem is only capable of reacting to the nearest 

degrees thus it ie important to understand the operation and capabilities 

of all components in the syatem before choosing a thermcneter. Thia 

analogy ia also true for the evaluation technique employed in the capital 

expenditure proceaa. Therefore, fit the evaluation technique to the 

propoaal, not the propo1al to the evaluation tecbnlquea. Pitting the 

evaluation technique• to the proposal requires an over•all knowledge of 

the entire capital expenditure proceaa with its related paraaetera. It 

appeare aa though the multiple classification ayatem diacua1ed previouely 

in a step toward• allowing evaluation techniques to be fitted to particu• 

lar types of propoaal1. 

Once the propoaala have been 8Valuated by one or a cambinatlon of 

the afor ... ntionecl techniques, it la then necessary to chooee from the 

propo•ala available those which vill be implemented. 

Choice of Inve•tmtnt Proposal 

General choice procedure• were presented previously. They vere: 

(1) use eimple rule1, (2) maintain the rulee, and (3) avoid uncertainty. 
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Th••• procedures are utilised to aaa.e degree in all atagea of a capital 

expenditure proposal from originator to ultimate deciaion•118ker in terms 

of which proposals will be submitted and which propoaab will ultillately 

be implaaented. In the capital expenditure proceaa, however, acme 

apecif ic parmaetera can be identified which have a significant effect on 

the choice of a propoaal. 

Jh• ba!ic obJectiye •• it affects chote: Before a choice can be 

made at any level in the enterprise, it is n.eceaeary to idntify the 

baaic or primary objective. In addition to identifying the primary 

objective, it ia ueceaaary to connamicate thi• objective to all members 

of the enterprise engaged in any phase of the capital expenditure process. 

A CGllBOU practice in the capital expenditure procea1 of many enter-

prises is to identify and cCllllllUUicate a mintmm:a acceptable rate-of•return 

(or other mint..llll criteria such aa a payout period, etc.) which may or 

may not be identical with the lower Umit of the primary objective as 

established in Qiapter III. Further, many enterprises e1tabliah a 

llinimlll acceptable rate-of•return (or other minimum criteria) which la 

different for different propoeal cla•eificationa. Within thi• framework, 

aa propoaala are discovered and/or developed which do not meet the•• 

apecified minimum criteria, they are "weeded" out. Thva, the enterpt:ise 

can and does influence the choice by arbitrarily e1tabliahing the ainf'lll! 

criteria; since it ii logical to a11U11e that all individuals direct their 

ef forte to the fulfillment of objectives and meaeurementa that are 

e1tabl11hed. 

The minimum criteria e1tabliabed by the enterprise for ita capital 

expenditure proceaa must be consistent with the lower limit of the primary 
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objective; otherwise choice will be exercised in a manner that affects 

the entire capital expenditure procea1. 

Individual goals aa they affect choice: Recall that the goal(•) 

of members of an organization vary. that an individual expresses his 

goals operationally in terms of needs and aatisfactions, that the needs 

and satisfactions of an individual are not completely determined by the 

individual himself, and that individual goals can be and are changed by 

indoctrination, training, etc. Thus, the type of choices made by an 

individual deciaion•maker will largely be determined by his training and 

the environment within which the choice is made. 

The individual enterprise, therefore, determines to a significant 

degree the type of capital expenditure choices that will be made. First, 

by epecifying tmJl/or controlling the environment, it establishes the 

framework within which a choice 11 made; therefore, insuring good relative 

stability. By specifying and/or controlling the environment, the 

entert>rise can and does change the goals of the daciaion•maker aa time 

elapses. 

Secondly, in the complex enterprise of today it is highly probable 

that a decision-maker will be selected who has spent his entire educa-

tional and organisational career specialising in a 8Dlall ••SJDent of the 

enterprise. Obviously. an individual who baa spent hia educational and 

organisational career in one subfunction of the enterprise will have 

different goals from aome other individual who baa 1pent his career 

performing another aubfunction, e.g., engineering versus accounting 

versus sales. Therefore, 1pecialization bas created a paraaeter that 
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seriously affects capital expenditure decisions becauae any decision 

requiring qualitative analysis will be made within the implicit or explicit 

framework of the decie1on•maker 1 s prior experiences. Some enterprises 

are employing training and/or management developRent prograna in an effort 

to modify individual goal11 thus 14'Ciucing the effect of this parameter. 

Jhe organisational structu5e as it affects choices The primary 

purpose of the organiaational structure is to plan. coordinate, and 

control all the activities of the enterprise. The location in the organ-

isational structure where a choice is made determines to a large degree 

the type of choices that will be made, i.e., choice is influenced by the 

level in the organisation where it occurs. 

A camaon statement relative to capital expenditure decisions is: 

the type of capital expenditure decisions in which a manager engages 

depends on his position in -the organisational structure. Aa stated 

previoualy, a cCllllDon practice in many enterprises is to specify a fixed 

dollar si•e of expenditure aa a basis for choice at various organisational 

levels. For example, a plant manager can exerciae choice for those pro-

posals that are leas than $20.000& for any proposals that exceed this 

amouat. the ma1Sager can reject or allow them to flow to higher levels. 

The rationale behind this mode of operation is to insure the "optimum" 

coordination and control among proposals; however, this mode of operation 

influences the choices made. Cloice, therefore. in the capital expenditure 

proceae is closely aligned with the degree of centralized deciaion•making 

employed in the enterprise. 

In the typical complex enterprise of today, it is a CGlllJlOD practice 

for the planning and coordination of capital expenditure propoaals to be 



on one organisational unit (usually a functional staff group as discussed 

previously) whereas the choice of a proposal and its implementation occurs 

in another unit (usually a line unit). As pointed out in the discussion 

of "the screening process." it is a common practice for the reviewers or 

acreeners to recommend that a proposal be accepted or rejected; thus 

limiting the choice of the deciaion•maker to acceptance or rejection. 

Therefore. it should be recognized that the organi•ational units and 

their structuring can and do influence the choice of capital expenditure 

proposals. 

Search activity as it affects choices The process of search was 

discussed in general in Chapter III; search activity for investment pro-

posals baa been discussed in further detail in this chapter. In both of 

these discussions it was pointed out that search activity increases with 

the difficulty encountered by the decieion-maker. Thus. the process of 

search and the process of choice are closely interwoven and cannot be 

completely separated. 

It was stated in the discussion of the prediction-knowledge relation• 

ship that the value of observations is dependent on the manner in which 

the observations were taken and on the degree to which the aHumption and 

implications involved were understood. Thus, the manner in which the 

enviromaent is searched determines to a substantial extent the decisions 

(or choice•) that will be made. 

Therefore, search activity and procedure• cannot be ccmpletely 

divorced fran choice procedures. It is important to recognise that a 

relationship exists between search and choice, and to design the capital 
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expenditure process in a manner to effectively deal with this couple. 

'th• classification system as it affects choice: The principal 

reason for a classification system is for convenience in processing and/or 

evaluating proposals. However, the clasaificatioo system used by the 

enterprise can and in many instances does influence the choices that are 

made. 

If, for example, the implicit or explicit classification system 

emphasises that certain types of proposals have more risk and/or uncer-

tainty aseociated with them than other types (e.g., new product lines. 

replacements, etc.), then the claasification system influences the 

choices that are made. That is, the deeision•maker may exhibit preference 

for those proposals within a particular classification which normally have 

a "small" degree of risk and/or uncertainty associated with it• 

Therefor•• in establishing and utilising a classification system for 

con.'/enieuce in proceaeing and/or evaluating proposals, the enterprise 

should be aware that the classification system has an impact on choice; 

and it may become a major parameter affecting choice~ 

Proposal flaw and the screening proeeas aa they affect choice: 

ln the principal patterns of proposal flow from originator to deci1ion• 

maker, proposals are submitted for review or screening. Four main 

approaches to the review procedure were dhcussed. The manner in which 

each of these approaches affect choice will be examined. 

In the first approach all proposals flow directly from the originator 

to the decl1ion•maker wno is in sole charge of review as well as approval 

or rejection. When this approach i8 used, proposal flow and screening 

procedures have no influence on the choices made. 



In the second approach screening is an intermediate step between 

originator and decision-maker, but it is a secondary duty to a person or 

persons with other duties. Since screening of capital expenditure pro-

posals is a seconduy duty, it may or may not have an influence on the 

choices made. The influence exerted on choice in thi1 approach is 

dependent on both the reviewer's and the enterprise's attitude towards 

ecreeuing. Most likely in this approach, the review will primarily 

detenaine if the propoaal is submitted according to prescribed method, 

check for accuracy of calculations. and for reasonableness of data. If 

theae are the primary duties of the reviewers. then choice will not be 

aipificantly affected; however. if the duty of the reviewer ia to perform 

more than these tasks, then choice may be affected in two ways. First, 

the reviewer may not be competent or have the time to effectively ccmpare, 

contrast, and analyse propoaala. Since the review is not a primary duty 

it may aerioualy affect choice if the deciaiou-maker utilise• it as an 

aid in making a choice. Secondly, if the reviewer ia competent and baa 

the time, then the effect 011 choice will be the same aa that diacuased in 

the next approach. 

In the third approach screening is an intermediate step between 

originator and decision-maker. but it is performed by a specialist or 

team of specialists who~• primary duty 1• to analyze capital expenditure 

propoaab. This approach is the preferred method of screening. As 

pointed out previously, however, when proposals flow from one organisation• 

al unit and from oue organisational level to another. variability in data 

la often omitted in favor of summarising parameters and the non-measurable 
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elements may be eliminated. Further, if screening is an intermediate 

step at the top-management level for centralised decision-making, then a 

premium is placed on utilising decision•makers who are familiar with the 

operation of the entire enterprise as well as the techniques, principles, 

and methods utilised by the speciali1ts who.do the acreening. Thie 

arranganent affecta the choices that are made in two ways. First, if the 

decision-maker ie not caapetent in the principles. techniques, and methods 

utilised by the 1peciali1ts then he is limited to accepting or rejecting 

their reconnandations with the probability being much higher for accept• 

ance since the screeners are specialists whereas he la not. In this case, 

choice& are primarily made by the specialiats with the decision•maker•s 

approval. ln other words, propoaal approval is utilised as a means of 

informing rather than as a means of choice. Thua. saying that choice 

occurs at any level higher than that of the screening body la superfluous. 

Secondly, if the decision-maker is campetent in the principles, techniques, 

and methods utilised by the specialists. then he will add hia own implicit 

or explicit evaluation to that of the screeuers. In either situation, 

the choice process ia limited to acceptance. rejection, or additional 

study of acceptable proposals which is a parameter placed on the general• 

iaed choice procedures. 

In the f ourtb approach screening ie performed by apecialiats for 

major proposals whereas minor proposals receive the attention of non• 

specialists. Thia approach affects choice of major proposals in the same 

manner as that discussed in the third approach, and it affects choice of 

minor propoeals in the same manner as that discussed in the second 

approach. 



The eyaluation system as it affects choice: Generally in the capital 

expenditure procees, the analyst and the deciaion•maker are primarily 

concerned with the explicit techniques utilised in evaluating the pro-

posals. It is agreed that these evaluation techniques can and do affect 

choice; however, the over•all evaluation system (e.g., accounting system 

and/or performance rating system) utilised by the enterprise has more 

impact on choice than does the specific evaluation technique• employed. 

If the over-all evaluation system is dedgned to emphasise short•tem 

measurable results, for example, then it is natural to chooee those 

proposals that will produce these type results as contrasted to proposals 

which will not produce results until the distant future. Therefore, it 

is concluded that the over•all evaluation system has more impact on the 

choices made than the specif~c evaluation techniques employed to evaluate 

the proposals. Thia over-all evaluation system places an implicit or 

explicit parameter on the capital expenditure process which affects the 

choices made; thus in the design and operation of the capital expenditure 

process, the enterprise must recognize this effect and design a system 

which compeueatea for it. 

8U11111.&Ef: Several elements affecting choice of capital expenditure 

proposals have been presented. Although these were presented aeparately, 

it was implied and in several cases it was stated specifically that there 

is an interlocking relationship between these elements. Depending on the 

particular administrative procedures and the organisational structure, 

the choice process in any enterprise is more sensitive to amae of these 

elements thau to others. However, all of the aforcaentioned elements 
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affect choice to •ame degree in the capital expenditure process of all 

enterpriaeaa tbu1 the procea• must be daatpad within the framework of 

a clo1ed•loop tnfol'IUtioa-feedback ay1tm to effectively deal with these 

par .. tere. 

AstiOD. op tht Selected fropoeala 

After a propoaal is selected (deciaion ie a.de). thoae writer• 

coo.earned with capital budgeting and other aapects of the capital expend• 

itt1re proceae do not link the deciaion with ite imp191191ltation nor with 

it• verification. A capital expenditure proceea canDot be deaigned or 

illproved withwt conlidering the entire ayata. A study of the individual 

caapounte may be helpful& honver, if a ayat• ia to perform in an opti• 

._ mannu, the CCDpODellta muat be integrated. Optimising one component 

in the ayet• doee not alway• improve the 8)'&tem1 in eama inatancea it 

may cnae the ayatem to degenerate. Therefore, thie aection ia concerned 

with the major par .. ter aaaociated with linking the plauJ:ag and action 

phuea of the capital expenditure proceas; linking theae phaaea with the 

verification phue it the topic of the nut sectiOll. 

Interactiona and overlap• between the planDing, implementation, and 

verification ph•••• of th• capital espenditure proceee maat be accaapliahed; 

bCMIYer, many of the present day organisational atructurea ad admini• 

atrative procedure• are not deaiaued to f oatar thia interlocld.ag ralation-

ahi•• Ia fact. aoat enterpri1ea tend to separate plamiing and doing in 

the capital apeaditure proceaa 10 that "ecoa.alld.aa of acale" may be 

acb.f.evecll thu creating a group of "planners" and a group of "doers." 

Therefore, the organisational frmaework within which the capital 
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expenditure process must function i• based on the traditional line-staff 

organisation utilising administrative procedures u a means of coordina• 

tion and control. In this arrangement, there i1 normally either a group 

of planners who are not involved in day-to-day operations and vho lose 

contact with operating problems, or operating managers who are primarily 

engaged in day-to-day operations and who also do the planning. 

In the situation where there is a group of planners who are not 

involved in day-to-day operations, restrictions are placed on the imple• 

!l!Dtation phase of the capital expenditure process; since they lose 

contact with the immediate dynamics of the enterprise's operation. 

become narrow specialists, and lose much of the perspective and experience 

necessary to implement a proposal. In the situation where operating 

managers do the planning, restrictions are placed on the planning phase 

of the process biacause middle and lover management tend to regard planning 

as a responsibility of top management. As a result these managers only 

concern themaelves with the day•to-day operations. Thua, it is apparent 

that the divorce of planning and doing creates a parameter that affects 

the operation of the capital expenditure process. 

ror the capital expenditure proceas to function in 811 optilllum 11U11U1er 

an organi•ational structure must be designed which will integrate planning, 

both long and short term, and operations so that one reinforces the other. 

It is not the intent of this thesis to design components of a complete 

capital expenditure process; however, one possible means of integrating 

these phases would be to have a project or product structure inetead of a 

departmental structure. That is, instead of having speciali•ation in a 
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department or division, have apecialiaation in a vertical framework. It 

ie recognized that this proposal has limitationea but it ia presented 

here to illustrate that it is possible to integrate theae two pbasea, thus 

reducing the effect of this parameter. 

[ollow-ue on §elected Proposals 

The baaic components of any endeavor are: planning, doing, and 

verification. In the capital expenditure process, organisational param-

eters affecting planning and doing have been discuased; although theae 

were preaented separately, they cannot in reality be divorced nor can 

they be divorced frGm verification. Verification in the capital expend• 

iture process ia a follOlf""up on the selected proposal• tot (1) determine 

the actual perfoxmance results (profitability, years to return capital 

invested, etc.); (2) cClllpare the act!f!l results with those predicted in 

the proposal frcm which a choice was made; and (3) take corrective action 

regarding any differences between the actual performance and the predicted 

performance. The f ollc:J1W-up or verification in the capital expenditure 

process is frequently referred to as the postaudit. 

Istvan (14) indicated in his study of 48 f irm.s that only 24 performed 

a poetaudit on any part of their implemented proposals. Why does such 

a large percentage of enterprises fail to consider this component of the 

capital expenditure process? Three major reasons may be given. First, 

the enterprise may not have raf ined its planning and doing ccmponeuts 

sufficiently for the postaudit to be meaningful; in this situation, the 

entire process must function in a haphuard manner. Secondly, the actual 

decision cannot be postaudited since the enterprise cannot know what would 
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have happened if another decision was made; this type of thinking ia based 

on a complete lack of understanding of the purpose and benefits of the 

poataudit. Third, a dependence on the traditional accounting system 

which ia designed to measure end•reault variables to prOV'ide the necessary 

feedback for a comparison between actual and predicted performance. As 

an instrument for measuring performance results the accounting system may 

be satisfactory; however, it does not contribute to improving the capital 

expenditure process because it only shows the end results, i.e., it does 

not auggeat areas for imprOV'ement; nor does it aid in the prevention of 

unfavorable reaults in the future. 

In either of the abwe casea, what ia needed i1 further education of 

policy-makers regarding the entire function of the capital expenditure 

process; since they place a major parameter on the entire proceas. 

Why the poataudit: llecall that knowledge is acquired through an 

informatioa•feedback system. The postaudit is the component through which 

feedback occurs in the capital expenditure proceHJ it i1 the primary 

feedback element in the inf ormation•feedback syatem. If the postaudit is 

not performed, theu the control action iu the proceaa is not dependent 

upon its outputa there.fore, it operates in an open•loop manner with its 

attendant disadvantages. 

Although the decision itself cannot be postaudited, the estimates 

(data) on which the choice was based can and should be poetaudited. The 

po•taudit is a highly useful tool if it is properly applied in the 

infomaticm•feedback syatema it has the unique advantage of bringing about 

an improved capital expenditure process by its power to inlprwe the 



abilities of those concerned with any aspect of this process. It is 

simply an added expense, however, if it ts performed for its own sake 

or as a means of "policing" the process. 

What to poataw!it: The estimates (data) on which a deciaion was 

made can and should be postaudited; thus the types of information sought 

in the postaudit are directly dependent upon the information employed 

in making the proposal and reaching the decision for approval. 

Theoretically then a poataudit should be made of all implemented 

projects; however, the cost of performing such st\ldies may be prohibitive 

if thousands of individual projects are included. Selection may, there• 

fore, be necessary. If selection ts necessary, it should be based on a 

large enou.gh &8111Ple of .!l! types of projects so that it will provide 

enough information to refine and improve the abilities of thoae perform-

ing any component of the process. 

Wbg perfom the poatau4it: The true worth of the postaudit lies in 

education through information•feedback; therefore, it should be performed 

by a postauditor through whca the most information can be gained. 

Two approaches may be taken ln regards to who actually performs the 

poetaudit. Piret, the originator may gather and compile the data for 

the postaudit or, in the caee of those proposals originating from top-

manageaent1 by the specialiaed staff group who evaluated the proposal. 

This arrangement appears logical because these people are directly con• 

earned with the project and have been familiar with it since its 

inception; however, those who ware in any manner connected with the 

project in ita early stages might tend to bias the data (either cons• 

ciously or unconsciously) in an attempt to match the orignal estimates. 
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Self•pre•ervation or pride of authorship could be the motive• for aucb an 

act. Secondly, the camplete poataudit ia peffOl'aled by member• of a 

designated staff group wo have not been comiected with the propoaal. 

'lbia mmmer of perfonaing the poataudit aaaurea more accuracy in the 

data& however, it ta more costly aince the member• of the 1taff group 

are not aa familiar with the project. 

To gain the moat benefit from the poataudit, the tnclivlclual enter-

priae maat achieve a balance between the•• two approaches. 

l!!ft!rx& If the capital expenditure proceaa is to functiaa in an 

effective aanner, a poataudit of estimate• (data) ia nacea1ary ao that 

kn•ledge can be gained through an inforaation•feedback ay1t•· The 

poataudit bae the 1A'lique advantage of brtngina about a imfrwed capital 

axpenditut:e proceaa through tta power to imprwe the abilities of all 

tho1e conneeted with any aapect of thia proceas. 
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CONCLUSIC118 

The contention of this thesia is that there are some principal 

organisational parameters affecting the design and operation of an enter• 

prise's capital expenditure proceas. Although detailed deeign conaidera• 

tions are beyond the scope of this thesis. attention has been given to 

developing sane of the more important parameters affecting this process. 

These parameters should be explicitly considered in the design, redesign, 

or operation of an enterpriae's capital expenditure process. 

A primary objective that has operational significance for capital 

expenditure decision•makiug purposes has been developed. The primary 

objectiv9 was formulated in a framework of uncertainty utilizing the 

baaic characteristics of a closed-loop information•feedback system. Since 

it was formulated in a framework of uncertainty, it allowed for variation; 

therefore, the limits (or boundaries) of this objective were established. 

The enterprise damps oscillations in its complex interconnected system 

of objectives to aaaure relative atablility within the limit• of the 

developed primary objective. The damping methods employed by the 

enterprise place parameters on the capital expenditure process. 
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The important parameters that were diacuased are: 

1. The caaaon and unique characteriatlcs that evolve from the 

patter. in which an enterprise increased in magnitude. 

2. 'l'be oraanisatlGDal structure that evolves in an effort to plan, 

coordinate, and control .!!! acttYitie• of the enterprise. 

3. The administrative proceasea utilised within the frmaework ef 

the prlmary objective and the organl.aatlonal structure to 

perf ora all activities relative to the capital expenditure 

The major points diacuseed within each of these parameter• are 

eD1111erated in the following manner: 

l. Jb• !Gl!!O!l !1!f unique characteriatics that avolye frC?!! the 

pattern ln whl!h an enterprise iacreasea in magnitude. 

The camaon characteristics that affect the capital expenditure 

process are: 

a. The particular oraantaatlonal structure that result• la an 

effort to plan, coordinate, and control all actlvitlea of 

the caaplex enterprise aa it increases in aagaltude. 

b. The administrative proceases that reault in a further 

effort to plan, coordinate, and control the enterprise. 
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These characteristics received the priaary attention iu this 

work; hONeYer. the uaique characteristic• that affect the 

capital espead.iture process in each growth pattern were 

en.erated. Th••• are; 

a. The ccmpetittve envirOllMD.t in which the aterpriae 

operatea. 

b. The de1ign of the organisatienal atructure and adllinietra• 

tive proceaaee to f oeter coordination and control of 

similar or d11aiallar units into one cbheaive organisation. 

c. The pricing policies between aeparate organi•atlona and/or 

between unit• in the .... organlaation. 

d. The degree of ill'V'Ol'4t'ement with different labor organiaationa. 

These unique characteriattc• of the growth patterna were discus• 

aed only aa they bad an 111pact cm the cmaon characterietica. 

2. 'tl!• or181liaatJ09!1 Stl'!!Sttll'e that !!OlV!! iD ap effort to plan, 

coordinate. !ad C!lltrol all actiJitiea of the !llttrpriae. 

Principal types of organisational atructvre and the place of 

the capital expesulitvre deciaioo within each aree 

a. Line organisation. In thia type of or1aniaation capital 

expenditure decisions are uaually kept in the damala of 

the 011Der(a) with possibly acae amall aaouut of delegation 

to the eupertntendent. 

b. Line and staff organiaation. In this type of organisation, 

the primary difference in the capital expenditure process 

f rasa that of line organisation is that the decieion•maker 

may obtain advice frcm adviaore (etaff). 
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c. Functional organization (pure). Although this type of 

structure is no longer in use today, it was presented 

because it led to functionaliaed staff departments. 

d. Line and functional staff organisation. In this type of 

organization the primary reeponsibility of the capital 

expenditure process ia delegated to a functionaliaed 

staff unit; however, the decision remains with the owner(s) 

or delegated line official. 

e. Line, functional staff, and cmaittee organf.aatton. In 

this type organization the primary difference in the 

capital expenditure process from that of line and functional 

staff 11 that the decision•aaker may get additional advice 

and/or consent from those who will have to carry out the 

decision; or the cG11111ittee may be delegated authority for 

the actual decision. 

Eventually the ideals of the formal organiaatioa cannot be 

reached by any of these structures, then the decentralised 

structure comes into being; however, full dacentraliaation of 

the capital expenditure decision has aot occurred. The manner 

in which centralized or decentralised decision•aak.ing aff eets 

the capital expenditure process was discussed in detail. It was 

concluded that the optimal organizational design for this 

process is neither btahly centralised aor highly decentralized 

within a particular type of structure; rather the optimum 

design is in a "combination" of these. A "c:cnbination", however. 
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based on a fixed sise of investment, places a limiting param-

eter on the capital expenditure process. 

3. The administrative processes utilised within the framework of 

the priaary obiective and the organisational structure to per• 

form the following activities relative to the capital expenditure 

process: 

a. Search for investment proposals. Contrary to popular 

belief, the origination of proposals receive no special 

stiJllulation in most enterprises. Search activity in the 

capital expenditure process is primarily dependent on the 

difficulty encountered by the decision•maker in discovering 

and choosing satisfactory alternatives; and ample opportun• 

tties for capital expenditures result from the normal 

manner of doing business. 

b. Evaluation of the opportunities. The primary elements 

affecting the evaluation of a capital expenditure proposal 

were presented. 

c. Choice of alternative. The primary elements affecting the 

choice of a capital expenditure proposal were presented. 

d. laplementation of the selected proposals. The traditional 

line-staff relationship tends to divorce planning and 

implementation. This relationship depends on administrative 

procedures as a means of coordination and control. Por the 

capital expenditure process to function in an optimua man• 

ner, however, an organisational structure must be designed 
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which will integrate planning and operations so that one 

reinforces the other. 

e. Follow-up on the impl•ented proposals. Why the poataudit, 

what to poataudit. and who performs the poatawlit was 

discussed. If the capital expenditure process is to 

fU11ction in an effective manner, a poataudit of estimates 

is necessary so that knowledge can be gained through 

inf oraation•f eedback. 

Thus the characteristics resulting from the aanner in which an 

enterprise increases in siae, the organizational structure, and admin• 

istrative processes are the major parameters that affect plannina, 

impleaentation, and verification in the capital expenditure process. 

It seeaa olrrious that these parameters, n•erous and camplex as they 

are, must be explicitly considered if an enterprise is to have an effec• 

tive aad efficient capital expenditure process. A significant amount of 

work remains to be done in dealing with each of these parametersi however, 

an awareness that they exist and have an impact on decision•makina can 

contribute to lmpra.ed capital expenditure decisions vf.thin an existing 

capital expenditure procesa. In the design or redesign of a capital 

expenditure process, it appears essential that they be considered. 
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ABSTRACl OF THESIS 00 

St!m PRINCIPAL ORGANIZATIOOAL PAlWIETEU APPEClING 

THE CAPITAL BXPINl>lTURI PROCESS 

In order to optimally design and utilize any system or process, it 

ie necessary to know the parameters within which the process must function. 

This thesis developed some of the more important organizational parameters 

affecting the capital expenditure process. 

A primary objective that bas operational significance for capital 

expenditure decision ... aking purposes was developed. The primary objective 

was formulated in a framework of uncertainty utilising the baste charact• 

eristics of a cloaed•loop information•feedback system. Since it was 

formulated in a framework of uncertainty, it allowed for variation; 

therefore, the limits of this objective were established. The enterprise 

damps oscillations in its complex interconnected system of objectives to 

assure relative stability within the limits of the developed primary 

objective. The damping methods anployed by the enterprise place param-

eters on the capital expenditure process. The important parameters that 

were discussed are: 

1. The camaon and unique characteristics that evolve from the 

pattern in which an enterprise increases in magnitude. 

2. The orgauisatlenal structure that evolves in an effert to 

plan, coordinate, and control.!!! activities of the enterprise. 

3. The administrative processes utilised within the framework of 

the primary objective and the organisational structure to 

perform all activities relative to the capital expenditure 

process. 



Although detailed design consideratiOD.S were beyond the scope of 

this thesis, it was emphasised that an awareness on the part of the 

decleion•.aker that these parameters exist and have an impact on decision• 

makiug can contribute to improved capital expenditure decisions within an 

existing capital expenditure process. In the design or redesign of a 

capital expenditure process, it appears essential that they be couaidered. 
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